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Zusammenfassung
In dieser Doktorarbeit werden die Stärken und Swäen der numerisenModellierung von
gesiteten Küstenmeeren detailliert ausgewertet. Dafür wurden zwei versiedenemarine
Systeme exemplaris untersut - ein flaes Ästuar, das über ein Jahr hinweg mehrmals
gesitet und wieder durmist wird, und die tiefere, permanent gesitete Ostsee.
Beide Systeme zeigen Einströme ditenWassers entlang desMeeresbodens, die einewitige
Rolle im physikalisen Regime der Systeme spielen. Daher wird hier der Ansatz verfolgt ein
numerises Modell zu verwenden, dass auf dem neuesten wissensalien Stand ist und
bodenfolgende Koordinaten verwendet, die die Strömung entlang des Bodens auflösen.
Die Stärken der numerisenModellierung gesiteter Küstenmeere ist offensitli die
Möglikeit eine vollständige und detaillierte Analyse der wirkenden physikalisen Prozesse
durzuführen. Die Prozesse werden im besten Fall gut in Zeit und Raum dur die Diskre-
tisierung und Implementierung der primitiven Gleiungen aufgelöst.
Um die Entstehung und den Abbau von Situng in flaenGewässern zu studieren wur-
de im Rahmen dieser Arbeit eine Methode entwielt, die es mögli mat die relevanten
Prozesse zu analysieren. Feldmessungen können üblierweise nit alle nötigen Daten be-
reitstellen um alle beteiligten Prozesse der Ein- und Entsitung auszuwerten. Im Beispiel,
dem flaen Ästuar Limord, hat es die ho-auflösende Modellstudie mögli gemat die
maßgeblien Prozesse der Situng anhand der Simulation zu identifizieren. Die Prozes-
se der differentiellen Advektion tragen maßgebli zur Situng im Limord bei. Zudem
lieferte son die Anwendung der Situngsanalyse auf idealisierte Experimente die Ein-
sit, dass die Situng durdas gleizeitige Zusammenspiel mehrerer Prozesse bestimmt
wird. Nur dur eine gute Auflösung der vertikalen und horizontalen Gradienten der Dite
und Transporte in der Wassersäule kann ein numerises Modell die laufenden Situngs-
prozesse abbilden.
Mit dieser neuen, vollständigen Diagnosemethode der Situngsprozesse können empiri-
se Absätzungen und einfae numerise Modelle theoretis verifiziert werden. Glei-
zeitig können dabei unaufgelöste oder ignorierte Beiträge zur Situng abgesätzt werden.
Die Situngsanalyse in der realistisen, ho-auflösenden Studie des Limords zeigt dass
mit Hilfe eines numerisen Modells physikalise Prozesse in flaen Küstengewässern er-
folgrei untersut werden können.
Die numerise Simulation größerer und tieferer, permanent gesiteter Küstenmee-
re mit Auflösungen, die mit der heutigen Computerleistung zu bewältigen sind, unterliegt
naweisli großen Diskretisierungsfehlern. In der vorliegenden Arbeit wird die Ostsee un-
tersut, weil an den Hängen ihrer Been typise Küstenmeerprozesse eine Rolle spielen.
Die Ergebnisse sind in ähnlier Weise für andere gesitete Küstenmeere, wie z.B. das
Swarze Meer, gültig. Ein Anliegen dieser Arbeit ist es, numerise Teniken bereitzustel-
len, um die Abbildung physikaliser Prozesse dur die Diskretisierung eines Modells zu
untersuen und zu verbessern. Große Diskretisierungsfehler (wie z.B. die numerise Mi-
sung und Drugradientenfehler) treten in den realisierbaren Modellauflösungen auf, au
obwohl vorherige Modellstudien bereits in der Lage waren realistise Tracerbudgets für z.B.
die Ostsee zu reproduzieren.
IV
VIn der Arbeit wird der misende Effekt der Drugradientenfehler in Modellen mit boden-
folgenden Koordinaten ausgewertet, der eine maßgeblie elle für Unsierheiten in nu-
merisen Modellen darstellt. Drugradientenfehler bauen, zusätzli zu künstli erzeug-
ten Strömungen, künstli die permanente Situng im Modell ab. Es wird gezeigt, dass
verbesserte numerise Teniken im Modell, wie z.B. verbesserte Drugradientensemen
und adaptive vertikale Koordinaten, die Drugradientenfehler effektiv reduzieren.
Ein maßgeblies Ergebnis dieser Arbeit ist die Entwilung der adaptiven vertikalen Ko-
ordinaten für realistise, drei-dimensionale, numerise Ozeanmodelle. Die Stärke der Git-
teradaption wurde für idealisierte Experimente und für das realistise Beispiel der Ostsee
demonstriert. Mit einem relativ kleinen, zusätzlien Reenaufwand dur die Benutzung
adaptiver vertikaler Koordinaten können Diskretisierungsfehler genauso effektiv reduziert
werden wie dur die Verdopplung der horizontalen Auflösung bei festen vertikalen Giern,
die einen weitaus größeren Reenaufwand bedeutet. Zudem ermöglit die optimierte Dar-
stellung des physikalisen Regimes dur die adaptiven Koordinaten, dass diskretisierungs-
sensitive Teniken, wie z.B. die Drugradientenberenung, gegen die erwartete Lösung
konvergieren. In realistisen Simulationen gesiteter Küstenmeere mit heutigen Auflö-
sungen spielt die künstlie, numerise Misung trotz effektiver Reduzierung mit den vor-
gestellten Teniken immer no eine gleiwertige Rolle im Verglei zu der physikalis
begründeten Misung im numerisen Modell.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Investigation of stratification and mixing in stratified seas
Understanding the processes of stratification and mixing is essential for the assessment and
usage of the marine, coastal environment. e aim of the present thesis is to provide nu-
merical and diagnostic teniques for studying the processes of stratification and mixing in
stratified, coastal seas.
e motivation for the development of the new teniques for models of stratified seas
arose from the desire to understand of the stratification in the Limord, Denmark, and the
desire to understand the mixing during inflow periods in the Baltic Sea. ese two, very
different regimes are the study areas representative for shallow estuaries and permanently
stratified seas. Both systems are aracterised by dense currents along the sea bed, whi
suggests the approa to use a numerical ocean model with boom-following coordinates
in the studies below. For the high-resolution model study in the Limord, an exemplary
process study is presented below, whereas the study of the Baltic Sea required to improve the
numerical teniques in order to reduce numerical uncertainties when studying processes in
stratified regimes.
1.1.1 Exemplary investigation of stratification and de-stratification in the
Limfjord
In shallow seas and estuaries, understanding the physical effects of development and break-
down of stratification is a key to understanding the ecosystem dynamics of su regions.
Physical processes due to vertical mixing of heat, salt and momentum depend on the in-
tensity of stratification. e vertical mixing also controls properties whi are relevant for
the marine ecosystem, like the flux of nutrients and the vertical transport of phytoplankton.
A re-distribution of particulate suspended maer feeds ba in the turbidity and thus into
the physical system. For example, the primary production of phytoplankton takes place in a
near-surface layer. Under unstratified conditions, turbulent mixing distributes the produced
phytoplankton in the whole water column, leading to low productivity when the water depth
exceeds the depth of the euphotic zone. In a stratified regime, suppressed turbulence at the
pycnocline leads to a shallower mixed layer, su that the phytoplankton cannot leave the
euphotic zone by means of turbulent mixing. at process leads to exponential algeal growth
as long as nutrients are not limiting (Sverdrup [1953]). High phytoplankton concentrations
however will increase the turbidity of the mixed layer, limit absorption of solar radiation
to a shallower layer, increasing stratification and thus further shallowing of the mixed layer
(Burard et al. [2006]). e subsequent self-shading of phytoplankton may limit the primary
production even in the presence of sufficient nutrient concentration (Cloern [1987]).
Stratification and mixing do not only affect the primary production, but can have a large
impact on the supply of phytoplankton to benthic filter feeders (Freee and Bourget [1985]).
In areas with high density of benthic filter feeders, like the Limord (see below) where mus-
sels are cultivated on shellfish beds, the mussels may consume more phytoplankton and oxy-
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gen than is transported downwards, whi results in an oxygen and food depletion boundary
layer near the sea bed (Aermann et al. [2001], Musenheim and Newell [1992]). Oxy-
gen depletion may lead to the extinction of whole shellfish communities and thus a huge
economic loss in periods of strong stratification as happened in 1997 in the Mariager Fjord,
Denmark (Fallesen et al. [2000]).
e exemplaric study site, the Limord is a shallow sound in Denmark. It stretes from
the western opening to the North Sea (Fig. 2.6 shows a map) to the Kaegat at the western
side with a length of approximately 180 km. e irregular shape of the Limord shows several
basins and annels. e mean water depth is about 4.5 m with a maximum depth of 24 m.
In the central basin, Løgstør Bredning, the mean depth is about 5.8 m. ere is a permanent
horizontal salinity gradient between the two boundaries, with a salinity of 32-34 psu at the
connection to the North Sea and 19-25 psu at the connection to the Kaegat. e total water
volume in the Limord is 7.1 km3, comparing to the net west-east through-flow of 8.7 km3
per year. With a freshwater input from rivers in the same order of magnitude cumulating
up to 2.4 km3 in 2003, the Limord is neither dominated by North Sea water only, nor by
riverine freshwater only, but rather by the interaction of both.
e stratification in the Limord was already studied byWiles et al. [2006]. ey evaluated
stratification in terms of potential energy anomaly (PEA) as defined by Simpson et al. [1977]
and suggested an empirical model for the temporal evolution of PEA in the Limord. e pro-
gressing terms describe influences of waves, heating, horizontal density gradients, wind, and
tides. ese kind of terms empirically describing sources and sinks of the PEA are widely
used in the literature (Simpson and Bowers [1981], Simpson et al. [1990], Nunes Vaz et al.
[1989], Ranasinghe and Paiarati [1999], Gale et al. [2006]). e zero-dimensional model
for the temporal evolution of the local PEA used by Wiles et al. [2006] showed that stratifi-
cation and de-stratification is mainly controlled by the heat flux and surface wave mixing.
Burard and Hofmeister [2008] showed that these terms based on empirical parameters la
generality and recommend to evaluate the temporal evolution of the PEA from a dynamic
equation derived from the dynamic equation of density (see section 2.1). is approa in-
cludes effects of differential advection and was already used with further assumptions for
shelf sea studies by van Aken [1986] and recently by de Boer et al. [2008] for a Rhine outflow
model study.
1.1.2 Evaluating stratification and de-stratification in coastal seas
For studying processes of stratification and destratification, it is therefore essential to define
a suitable measure for the stability of the water column, whi can be easily quantified from
field observations as well as from numerical models. As a convenient measure, the potential
energy anomaly  has been defined by Simpson [1981] as the amount of meanical energy
(per m3) required to instantaneously homogenise the water column with a given density
stratification:
 =
1
D
Z 
 H
gz(  ) dz =   1
D
Z 
 H
gz~ dz (1.1)
with the depth mean density
 =
1
D
Z 
 H
 dz; (1.2)
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the deviation from the depth-mean density, ~ =    , the mean water depth H , the sea
surface elevation , the actual water depthD = +H , and the gravitational acceleration g.
Due to its tremendous relevance to themarine ecosystem, stratification and de-stratification
processes in shelf seas have been intensively studied during the last decades. In their key pa-
per on fronts in the Irish Sea, Simpson and Hunter [1974] made an important step towards
quantifying processes determining stratification in shelf seas. Simpson et al. [1977] first sug-
gested to use the potential energy of the water column derived from continuous density pro-
files as a measure for stratification, and Simpson [1981] finally defined the potential energy
anomaly as shown in (1.1).
Several authors have derived dynamic equations for  under idealised conditions. Simp-
son [1981] assumed vanishing horizontal density gradients and divergence-free depth-mean
horizontal currents and considered surface heat fluxes as the only source of stratification,
and from these assumptions derived a -equation including -advection, surface heat flux
and vertical mixing. e -advection term has been neglected by van Aken [1986], but he
added the effects of horizontal density gradients (constant over the vertical). is process
was denoted as differential advection and includes effects of tidal straining and estuarine
circulation. Recently, in order to investigate the processes of stratification and mixing in an
idealised Rhine outflow model, de Boer et al. [2008] derived a dynamic equation for  un-
der the assumptions of constant water depth and zero surface and boom density fluxes, as
well as vanishing horizontal turbulent transport and sea surface elevation and water depth
gradients.
ere have beenmany suggestions made for parameterisations of the source and sink terms
in the -equation. Based on constant bulk mixing efficiencies and drag coefficients, Simp-
son [1981] and Simpson and Bowers [1981] derived expressions for wind and tidal mixing.
Since indeed the mixing efficiency is highly variable (zero for vanishing stratification), Simp-
son and Bowers [1981] suggested mixing efficiencies depending on  itself. Nunes Vaz et al.
[1989] parameterised the mixing effect of convective surface cooling by means of a constant
mixing efficiency for this process. As further mixing process, Wiles et al. [2006] parame-
terised the effect of surface wave breaking as function of significant wave height and wave
period. Straining of vertically constant horizontal density gradients by tides and estuarine
circulation has been parameterised by Simpson et al. [1990] on the basis of velocity profiles
from analytical theory for tidal flow and for estuarine circulation. Wiles et al. [2006] further-
more suggested an empirical expression for the effect of absorption of short-wave radiation
in the water column and (for shallow water) at the sea bed.
e potential energy anomaly has been used in numerous studies for quantifying the rel-
ative contributions of different processes of stratification and de-stratification in coastal seas
and estuaries. Early studies concentrated on the positions and movements of fronts in shelf
seas, see e.g. Simpson et al. [1977], Simpson [1981] and Simpson and Bowers [1981] who anal-
ysed field data from the Irish Sea and the British Channel, and van Aken [1986] who studied
frontal dynamics in the Southern North Sea. Mixing by surface cooling and re-stratification
by dense water overflows have been studied by Rippeth and Simpson [1996] for the Clyde
Sea. e competition between tidal straining and vertical mixing has been intensively inves-
tigated for the Liverpool Bay by Simpson et al. [1990], Sharples and Simpson [1995], Rippeth
et al. [2001], and Sco [2004]. For the shallow Limord in Denmark in whi competition
between the stratificational effects of estuarine circulation and surface heating and the mix-
ing due to wind, waves and surface cooling leads to episodic stratification in summer with
potentially hazardous consequences for benthic filter feeder populations, Wiles et al. [2006]
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studied the balance of empirical source terms in the -equation. e dynamics of Intermit-
tently Closed and Open Lakes and Lagoons (ICOLLs) has been intensively studied by means
of analysing the empirical -equation terms by Ranasinghe and Paiarati [1999] and Gale
et al. [2006].
No study however has so far rigorously derived the -equation. Effects of sloping sea beds,
surface slopes, vertical variations of horizontal density gradients, vertical advection, internal
heating due to absorption of short-wave radiation, non-linear effects of the equation of state
for sea water and the divergence of horizontal turbulent density fluxes have not yet been
considered.
It is therefore the aim of the study in section 2.1 to rigorously derive a time-dependent dy-
namic equation for , based on the dynamic equations for potential temperature and salinity,
the continuity equation and an equation of state for the potential density. With these equa-
tions given, no further approximations will be made. A -equation whi is fully consistent
with the dynamic equations discretised in numerical models will provide a tool for numer-
ically quantifying all terms relevant for generation and destruction of stratification. It will
further help to improve parameterisations for empirical -equations as they have been ex-
tensively used for studying the dynamics of estuaries and coastal seas.
1.1.3 Exemplary investigation of mixing during inflow periods in the Baltic
Sea
e Baltic Sea (see figure 4.1) is a braish sea between the European main continent and
Scandinavia in the transitions between typical estuaries, su as the Neva estuary, and the
narrow connections to the shelf sea. e topography is determined by different basins con-
nected with annels and over sills. e main central basin is the Gotland Basin with up
to 240 m depth. In the deeper basins of the Baltic Sea, there is a permanent salinity strati-
fication with a halocline at around 80 m depth. Due to the temperature-salinity-properties,
the density is determined mainly by salinity. e permanent salinity stratification is main-
tained by occasional major, saline inflows during inflow “seasons“ separated statistically by
stagnation periods of 1-4 years (Mahäus and Frank [1992]). ese inflows propagate from
the Kaegat through the Belt Sea into the central Baltic Sea. One period of recent major
inflow ”seasons“ is the years 2002-2004 aer a 4-5 years period without major inflows (Feis-
tel et al. [2003]). e driving forces for the major inflows are well understood (Sinke and
Mahäus [1998]; Mahäus and Frank [1992]; Feistel et al. [2006]) as being a wind-induced,
barotropic forcing during winter times and baroclinic forcing during summer times. A num-
ber of numerical circulation studies showed that numerical models are able to re-construct
the volume and salinity budgets of the central Baltic Sea (Lehmann and Hinrisen [2000],
Lehmann et al. [2004]; Meier et al. [2004]; Kremp et al. [2007]; Meier [2007]). Observations
during inflow periods showed a very detailed hydrography (Pieura and Beszczynska-Möller
[2003]; Golenko et al. [2008]; Umlauf et al. [2007]) in the basins and annelled bathymetry.
Nevertheless, the physical processes acting locally during the inflow into the central Baltic
Sea, su as entrainment of ambient water in a gravity current and eddy mixing, are still
subject to resear (Wåhlin and Cenedese [2006]; Umlauf and Arneborg [2009a, b]; Reiss-
mann et al. [2009]). In the numerical models, the resolution of the physical processes as
indicated by the observations of, e.g., occasionally strong stratification and boundary layer
mixing is almost impossible to aieve with the present computer power. Also the numeri-
cal treatment of near-boom processes in geopotential coordinates (as used in Kremp et al.
[2007], Meier et al. [2004], Meier [2007]) is subject to discretisation errors for heights of the
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gravity currents, whi are comparable to typical bathymetric steps resulting the horizontal
and vertical discretisation. Rennau and Burard [2009] showed for the western Baltic Sea,
that uncertainties due to numerical mixing are comparable to the simulated turbulent mix-
ing, even for higher resolutions as typically used in the recent Baltic Sea modelling studies.
Hence, analysing mixing as a result of the explicitely simulated turbulence will not include
the total tracer mixing as projected in the simulation. It can be assumed that similar to the
approa of Riemensneider and Legg [2007], the numerical mixing is compensating the
unresolved physical processes partially. In boom-boundary-layer resolving models using
terrain following coordinates, the permanent salinity stratification in the central Baltic Sea
would be subject to internal pressure gradient errors (see, e.g., Shepetkin and McWilliams
[2003] and references therein), whi impact on the model results by artificial circulation and
mixing. However, Burard et al. [2009] showed promising model results for the inflows into
the western Baltic Sea with a sigma-coordinate model. It is therefore due to evaluate the con-
flict between pressure gradient errors and the resolution of along-boom moving inflows for
Baltic Sea modelling. Additionally to the halocline, a thermocline builds up in summer and
is moved downward by strong wind events over the year. Due to the coastline of the Baltic
Sea, up-welling is happening throughout the whole year along some of the Baltic coasts and
displaces the pycnoclines offr the coast and thus is subject to numerical mixing in a fixed
model grid. A numerical model for the Baltic Sea has to reproduce numerically the effect of
the permanently moving pycnoclines, whi suggests to use isopycnal coordinates (Halliwell
[2004], Chassignet et al. [2006]) with a very high number of density layers in order to resolve
the wide (horizontal) range of Baltic densities and the turbulent mixing in the boundary
layers. e alternative, osen for assessment in the present study, is gradient-adaptive ver-
tical model layers (as presented in Hofmeister et al. [2010b] also for an idealised up-welling
scenario).
Hofmeister et al. [2010b] also showed for idealised model experiments that numerical mix-
ing and pressure gradient errors can be reduced by the adaptive vertical coordinate method,
with keeping boundary layer resolving terrain-following coordinates.
1.2 Introducing model techniques for (permanently) stratified
seas
emodelling of permanently stratified, coastal seas requires that the model can preserve the
stratified regime but also resolves the processes in the boundary layers. Although numerical
model teniques improved during the last decades, fulfilling both requirements is a non-
trivial allenge, even in higher-resolution models. In apter 3, a new vertical coordinate
method for layered, coastal ocean models is presented. It is developed for improving the
simulations of permantently stratified, coastal seas by reducing discretisation errors.
In Burard and Beers [2004] a strategy to create a vertical grid layer distribution that
adapts the distribution of calculation points to the solution of a vertical 1D oceanmodel is pre-
sented. e purpose for that method was paving the way for extensions to 3D models where
adaptations could be more beneficial than in a 1D case. In section 3.1, we therefore gener-
alise this approa to the more interesting 3D case, with the aim to provide some strategies
to adapt the numerical grid vertically with keeping the horizontal distribution of coordinates
unanged. e reason for using adaptive grids in 3D models can be found in the analysis of
the different advantages and drawbas of the vertical coordinate systems classically used in
3D ocean models.
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One can basically distinguish z-coordinate models (e.g. Modular Ocean Model, see Bryan
[1969]),  coordinate models (e.g. Princeton Ocean Model, Blumberg and Mellor [1987]), or
isopycnal models (e.g. Ble and Smith [1990], Ble [2002]). For z-coordinates models grid
lines are horizontal, for  coordinates they interpolate between surface and boom slopes
and for isopycnal models they follow density surfaces. When comparing advantages and
disadvantages of the different kind of models, it appears that theoice of a particular vertical
coordinate system has some advantages in some occasions (and locations), but is not optimal
in other locations or moments (see Griffies et al. [2001]). Also sometimes, the optimal oice
of the vertical coordinates would depend upon the aracteristics of the circulation whi
may ange in space and time. e presently optimal model should make use of isobaric
coordinates near surface, isopycnal coordinates in the interior and sigma coordinates at the
boom.
If one had a model in whi different vertical coordinate systems could be used, one could
more easily distinguish and separate the different contributions to anges in simulation re-
sults (as presented in Ezer [2005] for a downflow experiment). Su a hybrid coordinate
model has already been introduced by Kasahara [1974] in the sense that a generalised ver-
tical coordinate transformation was suggested for ocean models. e so called s-coordinate
models or hybrid coordinate models see Song and Haidvogel [1994]; Burard and Petersen
[1997]; Madec et al. [1998]; Pietrzak et al. [2002]) are now standard modelling tools. ey
allow vertical coordinates to be located in a completely arbitrary way and therefore allow to
compare the effect of different oices of coordinate systems. However, presently generalised
coordinates models do not yet consider the question how to dynamically ange the coordi-
nates in an optimal way so as to reduce the numerical discretisation errors. Errors that could
be reduced include e.g. errors in isopycnal diffusion discretisations (Beers et al. [2000]),
pressure gradient errors (Deleersnijder and Ruddi [1992]), unsatisfactory representation of
downslope flow of plumes (Bemann and Döser [1997]), numerical damping of internal
waves (Stanev and Beers [1999]) and numerical mixing in stratified basins (Rennau and
Burard [2009]).
Su error reductions are generally not done dynamically, since hybrid models and more
classic models are oen used in an a priori way, where the coordinates are placed according
to the modellers a priori knowledge of the processes to be properly resolved. is approa
is certainly already advantageous compared to the classic models were su a free oice is
not possible, but it does not use the possibility of adapting the coordinate positions during
the calculation according to the modelling results themselves¹.
ough standard in classic computational fluid dynamics (see ompson et al. [1985]; Li-
seikin [1999]) or atmospheric models (see Fiedler [2002]), the use of adaptive vertical grids
in ocean models is rare. Exceptions are the use of grid adaptation by empirical functions to
aieve boundary layer refinements in isopycnal models (see Dewar and McDougall [2000];
Holt and James [2001]; Ble [2002]) or grid refinements on horizontally meshes (by adaptive
nesting for example Blayo and Debreu [1999]). A general extention to the s-coordinate sys-
tem has been suggested by Song and Hou [2006], who showed that hybrid coordinate systems
allow for reducing discretisation errors without loosing the advantages of terrain following
coordinates. A hybridisation of different vertical grids with regard to global ocean modelling
¹-coordinate models are of course adaptive grids in the sense that they follow sea surface elevation anges,
and isopycnal models are also adaptive in the sense that they follow isopycnals. Here we refer to adaptive
grids as to those whi explicitly include a strategy to modify the vertical distributions of coordinate points
by other means.
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is used in the HYCOM model (Ble [2002]; Halliwell [2004]; Chassignet et al. [2006]) to al-
low the transition from an isopyncal grid for the deep ocean to a terrain-following grid in
shallow waters and a near-z-level grid at the surface. Here our objective is to define and
test strategies to generate dynamically adaptive vertical grids based on the simulation results
themselves.
Some aspects of adaptive grids in meteorological modelling should be considered here.
Behrens et al. [2000] used a semi-Lagrangian approa to move adaptive grid refinements in a
meteorological model whi allows to keep sharp structures in amoving grid evenwithout in-
creasing the total resolution of the model grid. For ocean modelling applications,Adcro and
Hallberg [2006] discuss the benefits and drawbas of Lagrangian and Eulerian approaes
and prefer an arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian method with a generally Lagrangian coordinate
allowing for cross-coordinate flow. is is applied and tested for the adaptive grid method
presented here.
e pressure gradient problem in  or s-coordinate models (Mellor et al. [1994], Haney
[1991], Burard and Petersen [1997]) is shown to be reduced by numerically advancedmodel
teniques for non-isopycnal vertical coordinates. e vertically adapted grid generally has
to deal with the calculation of horizontal gradients (Stelling and van Kester [1994]) and the
internal pressure gradient (Shepetkin and McWilliams [2003] and references therein).
Auclair et al. [2000] showed that an optimised grid placement (double -coordinate sys-
tems) and an optimised initial density field can significantly reduce truncation errors in ocean
models at least for fixed grids. Also Song [1998] and Song and Wright [1998] argue that the
truncation error in the pressure gradient calculation is minimised for optimal grid distribu-
tions. In meteorological modelling, grid adaption with respect to estimates of the truncation
error for adaptive grids is advocated by Skamaro [1989].
e vertical adaptive coodinate method, as presented in section 3.1, is expected to optimise
the vertical grid in an optimal way for calculating horizontal gradients. A near-isopycnal
grid adaption would improve the representation of diffusive fluxes as discussed by Mellor
and Blumberg [1985] and recently by Maresiello et al. [2009]. Advantages for mass trans-
port modelling with a grid method adapting to vertical gradients of sediment are shown by
Wai and Lu [1999] for modelling sediment transport. In their case, a Eulerian-Lagrangian
tenique was used for flat-boom experiments. In general oceanic applications, it is needed
to account for multiple state variables for the grid adaption (as the idea of Burard and
Beers [2004]). Additionally, with coarser resolution and strongly varying topography, the
grid could get distorted su that it would need strong horizontal filtering.
1.3 The GETM model system
GETM is the abbreviation for General Estuarine Transport Model. It is a fully baroclinic
ocean-circulation model based on the primitive equations with hydrostatic and Boussinesq
assumption (Burard and Bolding [2002], Burard et al. [2004]). e model has imple-
mented a free surface with drying and flooding su that the dynamics of intertidal flats can
be reproduced. e turbulence closure models are taken from GOTM, a public domain water
column model providing an arive of state of the art turbulence closure models (Burard
et al. [2002], Umlauf et al. [2005], GOTM [2005]) and GETM works with the eddy viscosity
assumption.
e numerical discretisation in the model uses the Arakawa C-Grid approa (seeArakawa
and Lamb [1977]) and boom-following, vertical coordinates (as described in more detail
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in section 3.1). GETM is implemented with mode spliing between barotropic and baro-
clinic mode. e free surface and the vertically integrated velocities are calculated explicitely
whereas for the baroclinic mode, the tracer equations, vertically resolved currents and tur-
bulent quantities are integrated usually with a larger timestep than for the barotropic mode.
ese different timesteps are calledmicro timestep for the barotropicmode andmacro timestep
for the baroclinic mode in the following sections. Both modes are two-way coupled using an
iterative approa: the baroclinic velocity profile is shied in terms of vertical mean transport
as necessary to fit the vertical integrated transport from the barotropic mode. Contributions
from the three-dimensionally resolved boom friction, the advection, the diffusion and the
pressure gradient force correct the assumptions of vertically homogeneity in the vertically
integerated momentum equations used in the barotropic mode.
Bed friction is implemented by a logarithmic law assumption for the velocity in the near-
boom layer with the boom roughness length as tunable parameter for friction stresses and
the logarithmic law itself. e effect of the bed friction in the upper layers is examined by
the turbulence model.
GETM has high order, positive-definite advection semes implemented for the discretisa-
tion of momentum, salt and temperature advection (Pietrzak [1998]).
e pressure gradient formulations included in GETM contain several standard second-
order formulations (Blumberg and Mellor [1987]; Song [1998]), a high-order approximation
suggested by Shepetkin and McWilliams [2003] and a monotone, horizontal interpolation
method suggested by Stelling and van Kester [1994].
e GETM code is wrien in Fortran 90/95 with a modular code structure and prepared
for parallel computing. Input and output data can be handled in the self-describing NetCDF
format. GETM and GOTM are public domain models under the GNU Public Licence.
1.4 The document structure
In the present dissertation, the following threeapters represent thework of RiardHofmeis-
ter published in the recent years². Chapter 2 will introduce a dynamic equation for the po-
tential energy anomaly as published by Burard and Hofmeister [2008], where the author
contributed to the publication in the theoretical work and provided the two-dimensional
simulation and analysis. e dynamic equation for the potential energy anomaly is then ap-
plied for the exemplary investigation of the processes of stratification and de-stratification
in the Limord as published in Hofmeister et al. [2009]. In apter 3, the adaptive vertical
coordinates method is introduced in section 3.1 as published in Hofmeister et al. [2010b].
Additionally different internal pressure gradient semes are evaluated for idealised models
with respect to realistic Baltic Sea modelling. e apter 4 contains results of the realistic
modelling of the Baltic Sea using the adaptive coordinates as submied for publication in
Hofmeister et al. [2010a].
²also sections 1.1.1 to 1.1.3 and section 1.2 in the thesis’s introduction are based on the published work listed
below
2 Diagnostical techniques for evaluating
stratification and mixing coastal seas
2.1 A dynamic equation for the potential energy anomaly
(PEA)
is section is organised as follows: First, the time-dependent dynamic equation for  is
derived in section 2.1.1 and the resulting terms in the -equation are discussed. Aerwards,
the dynamics of  is evaluated for idealised vertically-resolving model studies (section 2.1.2).
In section 2.1.2.1, a one-dimensional study of tidal straining and wind mixing is described,
and the resulting source terms in the -equation are compared to empirical estimates in
section 2.1.2.2. In section 2.1.2.3, a two-dimensional estuarine study is presented, with the
evaluation of -terms at two locations, in the periodically stratified area of the outer estuary
and further upstream in the permanently stratified salt wedge area. Some conclusions about
implications of the -equation will be given in section 2.1.3.
2.1.1 Deriving a dynamic equation for 
e dynamic equation for will be obtained by combining the definition of  from (1.1) with
a dynamic equation for the potential density , see van Aken [1986]. In oceanography, this
may be derived from the dynamic equations for potential temperature  and salinity S:
@t + u rh + w@z   @z (Kv@z) rh (Khrh) = 1
0Cp
@zI; (2.1)
@tS + u rhS + w@zS   @z (Kv@zS) rh (KhrhS) = 0; (2.2)
with the horizontal velocity vector u and the vertical velocity w, jointly fulfilling the con-
tinuity equation
rh  u+ @zw = 0: (2.3)
Here,rh denotes the horizontal gradient operator, su thatrh u is the horizontal flow
divergence. In (2.1) and (2.2),Kv andKh denote the vertical eddy diffusivity and the horizon-
tal eddy diffusivity, respectively, resulting from down-gradient parameterisations of vertical
and horizontal turbulent fluxes. For simplicity, higher order turbulence closure approaes
partially resulting in counter-gradient parameterisations are not considered here, but may be
included in this approa in a straight-forward way. e term on the right hand side of the
temperature equation is the heating due to absorption of solar radiation, with the constant
reference density 0, the heat capacity Cp (here assumed to be constant) and the short wave
radiation I , the gradient of whi strongly depends on the light aenuation properties of the
water, see Paulson and Simpson [1977].
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For the derivation of a dynamic equation for potential density based on the temperature
and salinity equation, it is essential to consider the non-linear equation of state for sea water
(see e.g. Jae et al. [2006]):
 =  (; S; p0) )
8>>>><>>>>:
rh =  rh + rhS;
@z =  @z + @zS;
@t =  @t + @tS;
(2.4)
with the constant reference pressure p0, the thermal expansion coefficient =  (1/)@
and the haline contraction coefficient  = (1/)@S.
By combining (2.1) and (2.2) under consideration of (2.4), we obtain
@t+ u rh+ w@z  @z (Kv@z) rh (Khrh) = Q (2.5)
with the source term for density,
Q =   
0Cp
@zI +Kv@z @z() Kv@zS @z()
+Khrh rh() KhrhS rh():
(2.6)
For the derivation of a dynamic -equation, we furthermore need to define the depth mean
horizontal velocity vector
u =
1
D
Z 
 H
u dz: (2.7)
It is furthermore convenient to define a vertical velocity w, whi together with u fulfils
a continuity equation:
rh  u+ @z w = 0: (2.8)
>From (2.8), it is clear that w is linear and integration of (2.8) gives
w =  u rhH   z
D
+ (@t + u rh) z +H
D
: (2.9)
Here, we have used the vertically integrated incompressibility equation,
@t =  rh  (Du) ; (2.10)
and we have applied a kinematic boundary condition for w at the boom,
w ( H) =  u rhH: (2.11)
With this, w is the vertical velocity whi would result from kinematic boundary condi-
tions (alignment of the flow velocity vector with boom and surface) and the incompressibil-
ity condition for the case of vertically homogeneous horizontal flow velocity. For this case,
the flowwould be parallel to depth-proportional coordinates (so-called  coordinates, see e.g.
Blumberg and Mellor [1987]). With this definition of the linearly varying vertical velocity
w, a dynamic equation for  can be derived in a concise form (see below).
e deviation from the depth-mean horizontal velocity vector is defined as ~u = u   u
and the deviation from the linear vertical velocity as ~w = w  w. Surface volume fluxes due
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to precipitation and evaporation are neglected here for simplicity, but may be included in a
straight-forward way.
Combining (1.1), (1.2), (2.5), (2.7) and (2.9), we obtain a time-dependent dynamic equation
for :
@t =  rh (u)| {z }
(A)
+
g
D
rh 
Z 
 H
z~u dz| {z }
(B)
  g
D
Z 
 H

   D
2
  z

~u rh~ dz| {z }
(C)
  g
D
Z 
 H

   D
2
  z

~w@z ~ dz| {z }
(D)
+
0
D
Z 
 H
Pb dz| {z }
(E)
 0
2

P sb + P
b
b

| {z }
(F )
+
g
D
Z 
 H

   D
2
  z

Qdz| {z }
(G)
+
g
D
Z 
 H

   D
2
  z

rh (Khrh) dz| {z }
(H)
;
(2.12)
with the vertical buoyancy flux
Pb =
g
0
Kv@z; (2.13)
and the surface buoyancy flux P sb and the boom buoyancy flux P bb . For the derivation of
(2.12), we have applied the kinematic boundary conditions
w () = @t + u () rh; w ( H) =  u ( H) rhH (2.14)
as well as the Leibniz rule for derivatives of integrals with moving limits,
@s
Z b(s)
a(s)
f (s; ) d =
Z b(s)
a(s)
@sf (s; ) d + @sb(s)f(s; b(s))  @sa(s)f(s; a(s)):
(2.15)
In (2.12) the terms on the right hand side have the following meaning:
A: -advection due to the vertical mean horizontal velocity vector, u, including also den-
sity advection with the linearly varying vertical velocity w as defined in (2.9); the
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consideration of -advection has already been suggested by Simpson [1981] who how-
ever assumed a non-divergent depth-mean flow (rh  u = 0) for beer estimating the
movements of fronts in shelf seas.
B: depth-mean straining, based on the vertical mean horizontal density gradient strained
by the deviation from the depth-mean velocity vector, ~u; this term has first been de-
rived by Bowden [1981] and has been denoted as the differential advection term by van
Aken [1986];
C: non-mean straining, based on straining of the deviation from the vertical mean hori-
zontal density gradient; for the case of nomean horizontal density gradient (rh = 0),
the non-mean straining term may still ange the stratification. If in the lower half of
the water column (  D/2   z > 0) the velocity anomaly is in the direction of de-
creasing density (~u rh~ < 0), then the water column is stabilised (@t > 0), and
vice versa, see figure 2.1;
D: vertical advection, based on the deviation from the linear vertical velocity, ~w; for a
stably stratified two-layer flow the value of  is largest when the interface between the
two layers is at mid-depth. erefore, for stable stratification (@z ~ < 0), an upward
displacement of isopycnals ( ~w > 0) in the lower half of the water column ( D/2 
z > 0) increases  and vice versa, see figure 2.1;
E: vertical mixing of density expressed as the integrated vertical buoyancy flux. By using
the dynamic equation for the turbulent kinetic energy, this term may be expressed by
means of the vertically integrated shear production and dissipation, see e.g. van Aken
[1986];
F: surface and boom buoyancy fluxes, with negative (downward, e.g. surface warming)
buoyancy fluxes both increasing ;
G: inner sinks or sources of potential density, with a density decrease (Q < 0, e.g. solar
radiation) in the upper half of the water column (  D/2  z < 0) increasing  and
vice versa;
H: divergence of horizontal turbulent transport. e structure of this term is in analogy to
term G, i.e. horizontal density flux divergence (rh (Khrh) < 0) in the upper half
of the water column has a stabilising effect.
e kinematic terms A - D are graphically sketed in figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Sket explaining the the principle of how the kinematic terms A - D in equation (2.12)
ange the potential energy anomaly . A: horizontal advection of  for flat (upper le) or sloping
(upper right) sea bed; B: mean straining; C: non-mean straining; D: vertical advection.
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2.1.2 Applications to estuarine flow
2.1.2.1 One-dimensional strain-induced periodic stratification
Here, the dynamics of strain-induced periodic stratification (SIPS, see Simpson et al. [1990])
is studied with the one-dimensional model by prescribing a rectilinear tide interacting with a
constant wind stress and a constant density gradient, both acting in the direction of the flow.
For simplicity, Earth rotation is neglected. With this, the dynamic momentum equation reads
as
@tu  @z (Av@zu) = z g
0
@x  gpg(t); (2.16)
where the first term on the right hand side represents the effect of the internal pressure
gradient and pg is the surface slope oscillating with period T osen in su a way that the
depth-averaged transport is sinosodial:
u(t) = umax cos

2
t
T

; (2.17)
with the vertical mean velocity amplitude umax (see Burard [1999] for details). In (2.16),
Av denotes the vertical eddy viscosity.
In this one-dimensional case, the transport equation for density is given as
@t+ u@x  @z (Kv@z) = 0; (2.18)
with zero density fluxes through surface and boom.
For the simulation discussed here, the following parameters are used: constant water depth
D = H = 10 m; tidal period T = 44714 s (same as for M2 tide); tidal velocity amplitude
umax = 0:5 ms 1, constant horizontal density gradient @x =  5  10 4 kgm 4; surface
wind stress s = 0:1 Nm 2 (equivalent to a 10 m wind speed of the order of 5 m s 1).
Figure 2.2 shows the resulting density structure, potential energy anomaly  and the bal-
ance of the -equation aer 30 tidal periods. Aer flood (t/T = 0 and t/T = 1), the water
column is vertically fully homogenised, resulting in vanishing . With the onset of the ebb
current (0  t/T  0:5), less dense water is sheared over denser water, with an increas-
ingly positive straining term, not fully balanced by vertical mixing, su that  is growing.
At the end of the ebb tide (t/T = 0:4), the vertical mixing is ceasing, leading to a maxi-
mum increase of . Aer the onset of flood (t/T > 0:5, straining is reversed with the effect
of decreasing . With full flood (t/T = 0:75) vertical mixing is supporting the erosion of
stratification, resulting in a maximum decrease of  at t/T = 0:8, and slightly unstable
stratification ( < 0). With unstable stratification, however mixing is increasing , su that
for the last phase of the flood tide (0:8 < t/T < 1) destabilising straining and stabilising
mixing are in balance.
2.1.2.2 Comparison to empirical estimates
Simpson et al. [1990] suggested an empirical model for estimating some of the forcing terms
in the -equation. eir model is valid for scenarios with flow and gradients only in one
horizontal direction (whi is here aligned with the x-direction, with the x-component of
the flow velocity denoted as u). For the depth-mean straining term (B) they overlaid an
empirical profile for unstratified tidal flow (see Bowden and Fairbairn [1952]) with a profile
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Figure 2.2: Idealised one-dimensional simulation of tidal straining during one tidal cycle. Upper panel:
time series of density profiles; middle panel: time series of potential energy anomaly ; lower panel:
time series of the tendency (@t), vertical mixing (E) and depth-mean straining (B) terms in the -
equation. ere is ebb tide for t/T < 0:5 and flood tide for t/T > 0:5.
for estuarine circulation derived from analytical theory (see Officer [1976]) as estimate for ~u.
With these assumptions, the empirical depth-mean straining term is of the following form:
(@t)B =

au+ b
gD3
Av0
@x

gD@x (2.19)
with the empirical parameters a = 0:031 and b = 0:0031, and the depth mean eddy
diffusivity
Av = jujD; (2.20)
see Simpson et al. [1990]. In (2.20),  is an empirical parameter whi is estimated here as
 = 0:00333 (see also Nunes Vaz et al. [1989]) by taking the depth average of the parabolic
empirical eddy viscosity formulation for annel flow (see e.g. Fiser et al. [1979]):
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Av = u( z)

1 +
z
D

= c
1/2
d juj( z)

1 +
z
D

(2.21)
with the bed friction coefficient cd = 2:5  10 3, the von Kármán number  = 0:4 and the
bed friction velocity, u. In order to prevent the estuarine circulation part of (2.19) from in-
creasing towards infinity for sla tides, a lower baground limit for Av has been prescribed
as one tenth of the maximum value.
e mixing term has been estimated by Simpson et al. [1990] as
(@t)E =  cd 0
ju3j
D
(2.22)
with the bulk mixing efficiency  . Here we use   = 0:04, whi means that 4 % of the
turbulent kinetic energy produced in the entire water column is used for vertical mixing
(increasing the potential energy) and 96 % are dissipated into heat. Given that a typical local
mixing efficiency is 20 % for stratified flow (Osborn [1980]) and that unstably or neutrally
stratified situations (with negative or zero mixing efficiencies) are present at times, a bulk
mixing efficiency of 4 % seems reasonable. is is by a factor of 10 larger than the valueosen
by Simpson et al. [1990] who used estimates frommixing in shelf seas whi are substantially
deeper than the 10 m deep test case considered here and where mixing is probably is mu
less efficient due to the typically well-mixed boom boundary layer. us, the bulk mixing
efficiency may be considered as an adjustable parameter whi may be estimated by means
of comparing (@t)E from (2.22) and the mixing term E in (2.12).
Wind mixing, although included in our simulations discussed in section 2.1.2.1, is not con-
sidered for this comparison, since it is here hardly contributing to anges in . Nonetheless,
in order to roughly separate mixing in the surface (SBL) and in the boom boundary layer
(BBL), we have estimated the height of the SBL by finding at ea time the highest local min-
imum of the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) and defining this location as the lower bound of
the SBL. e tidal mixing part of term B in the -equation has then been defined as the inte-
gral of the buoyancy flux G from the boom to the lower bound of the SBL, thus excluding
wind mixing.
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Figure 2.3: Comparison between forcing terms in the -equation as calculated from the one-
dimensional model discussed in section 2.1.2.1 (full lines) and as estimated from the empirical model
suggested by Simpson et al. [1990] (dashed lines). e bold lines show the vertical mixing term (E)
and the thin lines show the depth-mean straining term (B).
Figure 2.3 shows a comparison between the straining and mixing terms of the -equation
computed from the one-dimensional model in section 2.1.2.1 and as estimated from the em-
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pirical model given in the equations (2.19) and (2.22). It can be seen that there is good agree-
ment for the straining term between the empirical and the resolved model only during late
flood when stratification is weak. During full ebb (t/T = 0:25) and full flood (t/T = 0:75)
straining is underestimated by the empirical model, because the modification of the veloc-
ity profiles due the tidal mixing asymmetry (enhanced mixing during flood and suppressed
mixing during ebb due to tidal straining, see Jay and Musiak [1994]), is not considered. e
mixing terms of the resolved and the empirical model are in quite good agreement for ebb
(0 < t/T < 0:5). However for flood, the agreement is poor, in the first half of the flood
(0:5 < t/T < 0:75) due to a time lag between mixing and flow velocity represented only
in the resolved model and around the end of the flood (0:8 < t/T < 0:95) due to the fact
that most of the mixing acts on unstable stratification in the resolved model, su that the
effective bulk mixing efficiency becomes negative. e mixing term may be parameterised
in a more realistic way by using a formulation with the mixing efficiency varying with the
value of  (see Simpson and Bowers [1981]).
2.1.2.3 Two-dimensional estuarine dynamics
For studying the impact of -advection (term A in (2.12)), the non-mean straining (term C
in (2.12)) and vertical advection (term D in (2.12)), whi are all not included in the one-
dimensional simulations of section 2.1.2.1, we carry out a two-dimensional simulation along
an idealised estuary. is scenario is a slight modification of the idealised estuarine used
by Warner et al. [2005] for comparing various turbulence closure semes. e length of
the estuary is 100 km, the depth is linearly decreasing from the open boundary at the river
mouth at x = 0 km (depth: 15 m) to the riverine boundary at x = 100 km (depth: 10 m).
Earth rotation is neglected. e horizontal resolution is x = 500 m, and 20 equidistant 
layers are used in the vertical. e timestep is t = 20s for the barotropic mode (explicitely
calculated free surface) as well as for the baroclinic mode, including the rate of ange of
potential energy and its contributions. As initial conditions, we ose the same setup as
Warner et al. [2005], with a vertically homogeneous salt distribution, with a salinity of 30 for
x  30 km, a salinity of 0 for x  80 km and decreasing linearly from 30 to 0 in between.
As boundary conditions, we prescribe a salinity of 30 at x = 0 and a freshwater runoff at
the river boundary with a velocity of 0.01 m s 1. At the open boundary, we further prescribe
a sinosodial semi-diurnal tide with a sea surface elevation amplitude of 1 m, resulting into
a horizontal velocity amplitude of about 1 m s 1 near the open boundary. Meteorological
forcing is not considered. In order to allow for complete destabilisation of the water column
due to tidal straining at the end of the flood in parts of the estuary, the present scenario
deviates from the Warner et al. [2005] idealised estuary by increased the tidal forcing and
depth and decreased freshwater inflow.
e simulation was carried out for 8 days. Aer about 5 days, a periodic steady state is
reaed, with a salt wedge moving up and down the estuary with the tide, see the snapshot
at the end of ebb in figure 2.4.
e dynamics of the potential energy anomaly is examined at two locations with different
aracteristics: at x = 38 km (position A), where the SIPS meanism fully destabilises
the water column during flood and at x = 80 km (position B), where the water column is
strongly stratified during the whole tidal period.
At positionA, the dynamics is comparable to the situation simulatedwith the one-dimensional
model in section 2.1.2.1. e only terms playing a significant role are the depth-mean strain-
ing and the vertical mixing, see figure 2.5. Aer the end of ebb,  has a maximum, whi
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Figure 2.4: Salinity distribution in the idealised estuarine near the end of ebb. e sections A and
B indicate the two positions at whi time series of  and the terms in the -equation have been
extracted, see figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5: Time series of  (upper panels) and the terms in the -equation (lower panels) for the loca-
tions indicated in figure 2.4. e terms shown in the lower panel are the depth-mean straining (term B
in (2.12)), vertical mixing (term E in (2.12)), PEA-advection (term A in (2.12)), vertical advection (term
D in (2.12)), and non-mean straining (term C in (2.12)). e vertical doed lines roughly indicate the
end of the ebb flow.
is then steeply eroded by both, depth-mean straining and mixing, su that at full flood the
water column becomes unstably stratified. Here, in contrast to the one-dimensional study, a
local maximum of  is visible around the sla water aer flood, showing that here estuarine
circulation is more effective than in the one-dimensional model. A similar intensification of
the stratification maximum aer sla tide flood has been observed by Burard et al. [2008]
for a three-dimensional model simulation in the Wadden Sea if horizontal density gradients
are considered. A small contribution of -advection is also visible for location A.
At location B, the balance of the terms in the -equation is completely different. Here,
the major balance is between the -advection, the vertical advection and the depth-mean
straining. Smaller contributions come from vertical mixing and non-mean straining. Aer
ebb,  has a minimum value, since the salt wedge, the maximum extent of whi is always
upstream of location B, has a minimum thiness at minimum density. Aer the onset of
flood, -advection strongly forces stabilisation of stratification, however, depth-mean strain-
ing is opposing to it, similarly to the situation at location A. With increasing flood current,
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the vertical advection is stabilising the flow as well, due to a rise of the main halocline. At
sla tide aer flood,  has a maximum value, whi is then mainly reduced by -advection,
again opposed by depth-mean straining. e significant role of the non-mean straining is
explained here by the fact that the horizontal density gradient is substantial inside the salt
wedge, but negligible in the near-surface waters.
2.1.3 Summarising: The dynamic equation for the PEA
With the time-dependent dynamic equation for the potential energy anomaly, , whi has
been rigorously derived here from the dynamic equations for potential temperature and salin-
ity, the continuity equation and the equation of state for sea water, we have now provided
a complete reference solution for all empirical model parameterisations. e physical basis
whi has been used here is sufficiently general for including most of the processes relevant
for estuaries and coastal seas. e major approximation on whi the dynamic equations for
potential temperature and salinity are based on is the Reynolds averaging of state variables
leading to the definition of of turbulent fluxes. e down-gradient approximation for these
turbulent fluxes applied here has been included for convenience since it is used inmost coastal
models, but a general formulation of the turbulent salt and heat fluxes could be considered
in a straight-forward way. A number of thermodynamic approximations has been made as
well, commonly summarised as the Boussinesq approximation. Some of these idealisations
could also be relaxed and included into the -equation. With the -equation, we have now
a tool for completely quantifying the processes of mixing and stratification from numerical
model simulations.
In realistic estuarine and coastal scenarios, all terms in the -equation will be present, but
typically the major local balance will be based on a few terms only. It is however clear from
the two-dimensional estuarine scenario discussed in section 2.1.2.3 that completely different
regimes may be spatially located close to ea other, ea with a different balance of terms.
Regimes may also ange in time (e.g. seasonal cycle, spring-neap cycle) and with this also
the balance of terms in the -equation.
Great effort has been made by many studies to find empirical estimates for various pro-
cesses leading to depth-mean straining (term B) and vertical mixing (term E), for whi the
-equation provides only one term ea. Depth-mean straining is divided into estuarine cir-
culation (asymmetric) and tidal straining (symmetric for ebb and flood), see equation (2.19).
It should in principle be possible in numerical model studies to separate tidal flow velocity
profiles into symmetric and asymmetric parts in order improve the empirical estimates for
depth-mean straining, but wind, Earth rotation and non-rectilinear tides would complicate
this. Although rotational effects are not directly included in the -equation, they have an in-
direct impact on the stability of the water column through the advection and straining terms.
is has been demonstrated by Rippeth et al. [2001] in their field observations of transverse
straining in Liverpool Bay due to Coriolis acceleration, see also the numerical simulations by
Simpson et al. [2002].
Due to non-linear interactions, similar problems would arise for numerically separating
influences of wind, tides, surface cooling and waves on vertical mixing. An aempt to do
so has been demonstrated in section 2.1.2.2 where wind mixing was assumed to be the part
of mixing whi takes place in the surface mixing layer, defined by the depth range above
the highest TKE minimum in the water column. is worked fine for constant wind stress,
but for highly varying wind stress and simultaneous impact of surface waves and surface
cooling, these impacts can practically not be separated. is means that for realistic flow
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situations empirical estimates of mixing will be inaccurate and that the model-based mixing
impact on stratification as given by the potential energy anomaly has to be limited to term
E, the vertically integrated vertical buoyancy flux.
e PEA equation can also be used for relating the local processes of mixing and strat-
ification to the energetics of a whole marine system by laterally integrating the equation.
Following, e.g., the concept of Winters et al. [1995], the available potential energy (APE)
budget can be related to the PEA equation terms.
2.2 Evaluating stratification and mixing in the Limfjord
Here we present a validated three-dimensional numerical model for the Limord whi pro-
vides a high-resolution hindcast study for the year 2003. We will use the dynamic equation
for the PEA from Burard and Hofmeister [2008] to evaluate the processes of stratification
and de-stratification for the scenario already studied byWiles et al. [2006].
2.2.1 Methodology
Here we simulate the dynamics of the Limord in the year 2003 with the General Estuarine
Transport Model (GETM). We use the k-" turbulence model coupled to a second-moment
closure by Cheng et al. [2002] (see Umlauf and Burard [2005]). e Limord model was
set up with a Cartesian horizontal grid using a horizontal resolution of 200 m. All the nar-
row annels within the domain of about 650x360 gridpoints are resolved with at least a few
gridpoints in cross-annel direction. e barotropic time step is 4 seconds, whereas the baro-
clinic mode is integrated with a time step of 80 seconds. In the vertical, boom-fied general
vertical coordinates with a discretisation into 10 vertical layers have been used (see Burard
and Bolding [2002]). e model setup was divided horizontally into 16 model domains whi
are distributed on a cluster computer with 8 processors for parallel computation.
e open lateral boundaries in the Limord model are narrow annels with a connection
to the North Sea at the western side and a connection to the Kaegat at the eastern side (see
Fig. 2.6). Hourly observed data for the sea surface elevation from the boundary annels
are used at the open boundaries in the model. e temperature and salinity data at the open
boundaries are available from observations every three hours and are included as depth-mean
values. ey are linearly interpolated in time also for periods with gaps in the observational
data.
e initial temperature on 1st January, 2003 was set to 3 C for the whole 3D-field as
suggested by observations. e temperature adjusts within the first weeks of January, 2003
by radiation, heat flux and wind mixing of the whole water body in the winter times in the
shallowwaters of the Limord. For the initial salinity distribution verticallymixed conditions
with horizontally variations were assumed. e observations at the monitoring stations in
the Limord show for winter conditions that the salinity reaes from 31 psu in the very
western part of the Limord down to salinities around 20-23 psu in the central and eastern
parts. erefore, the initial salinity was set to 22 psu in the central (Løgstør Bredning) and
eastern parts of the Limord, increasing westward of Løgstør Bredning linearly to 31 psu at
the western open boundary. e initial surface elevation is set to zero for the whole Limord.
As meteorological forcing, model data from the German Weather Service Local Model
(DWD-LM) were used. ese data contain air temperature, dew point temperature, humid-
ity and air pressure 2m above sea surface, and thewind velocity vector 10m above sea surface.
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Figure 2.6: e bathymetry of the Limord, its location and somemonitoring sites: A - Kås Bredning, B
- Løgstør Bredning, C - Nibe Bredning, D - Risgårde Bredning. e circles denote the open boundaries
of the model.
e time interval of these data is 3 hours. e fluxes of momentum and heat in the mete-
orological forcing are calculated from the meteorological data by using the bulk formula of
Kondo [1975]. e meteorological forcing is only extrapolated constant in space from a data
point located near the island of Livø (see Fig. 2.6), in the central basin of the Limord, into
the model domain. Since observed sea surface heights are used at the Limord’s boundaries,
whi include the external wind effect, the constant local forcing should lead to small errors
only in this local model with a horizontal scale of 130 x 70 km. A comparison of the forcing
data out of the meteorological model and measurements during a campaign at the end of
May, 2003, shows a good agreement (shown in Hofmeister [2006]).
In the Limord model, freshwater runoff data from the local authority, Nordjyllands Amt,
have been used. ese are observed monthly runoff data for 30 catment areas, covering
the coast of the Limord. ere are many small rivers along the coast giving a more diffuse
freshwater inflow into the Limord. In the model, 45 individual rivers are defined. e region
of the Limord whi stretes southward from Risgårde Bredning (see Fig. 2.6) receives the
largest fraction of freshwater input compared to the rest of the Limord.
Since the mussel producing area is located in the northern central basin, the whole study
is focussed to Løgstør Bredning. e model has been adjusted slightly in bathymetry and
boundary forcing in order to get realistic volume and salt fluxes into the central basin. Dis-
cretisation errors in the resistance of the very narrowannels are balanced with a small, ar-
tificial external pressure gradient imposed by the prescribed surface elevations at the bound-
aries.
2.2.2 Model validation and results
In order to verify the model results, monitoring measurements along the way from the North
Sea to the Kaegat are used. As validation for sea surface height, observed data for Løgstør
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Bredning are compared to the model results (see Fig. 2.7). ese are dominated by subtidal
variations at that location. e simulated sea surface height closely follows the observations
with a correlation coefficient of 0.964. e scaer plot (Fig. 2.7) is located around equality
with a standard deviation of 7.53 cm between both time series.
Figure 2.7: Scaer plot of centred time series of simulated and observed sea surface height (ssh) in
Løgstør Bredning for the whole year 2003. e correlation of both time series gives a correlation
coefficient of 0.9638.
Fig. 2.8 shows comparisons of observed and simulated boom and surface salinity and
temperature in the western (Kås Bredning, site A in Fig. 2.6), central (Løgstør Bredning, site
B in Fig. 2.6) and eastern (Nibe Bredning, site C in Fig. 2.6) Limord, respectively. In general,
the monitoring intervals for salinity and temperature are too long to validate the temporal
variability of the results quantitatively. But the comparison shows that the simulated salin-
ity has the same magnitude and trend as the observed salinity. e observed major events
are represented by the model at least qualitatively. In Mar and around 1 July, significant
discrepancies between the model results and the observations occur. In both cases the dis-
crepancies are due to gaps in the boundary conditions and are recovered by the simulation
within two weeks. e salinity is underestimated at the beginning of Mar at both open
boundaries and overestimated around the 1 July at the North Sea side. e simulated sea
surface temperature (shown for Løgstør Bredning) follows the observations close to perfect
in all locations.
Fig. 2.9 shows the vertically resolved salinity over depth for the whole year 2003 at themon-
itoring station in Løgstør Bredning (see Fig. 2.6). e simulated salinity is in good agreement
with the measured salinity. e observed events and trends are reproduced in the simulation,
except during the three weeks around the 1 July. e modelled boom salinities seem to la
the event of a drastically decreasing salinity in Kås Bredning before the 1 July (see Fig. 2.8)
whi results in the high boom salinity in Løgstør Bredning. is discrepancy is recovered
in the simulation already in the middle of July. e rms-differences of modelled salinity and
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Figure 2.8: Comparison betweenmodeled (line) salinity and the observations (dots) for the monitoring
stations A-C from Fig 2.6 for the year 2003 in the upper 3 panels. e fourth panel shows the same
comparison for the boom to surface salinity difference for the central Limord (Løgstør Bredning,
station B).e lower 2 panels show comparisons of themodeled and observed temperature and surface
to boom temperature difference for the central Limord.
observed salinity for Løgstør Bredning is 0.68 psu for the salinity at the sea bed and 0.52 psu
at the sea surface.
In Fig. 2.10, the salinity distribution at the boom during the year 2003 is ploed asmonthly
snapshots. e central basin shows a permanent horizontal salinity gradient of several psu
between the south-western and the north-eastern entrance. e salinity in the central basin is
increased by inflows through the deep and relatively broad, south-western connection. ere
are no saline inflows through the narrow, northern connection to the western Limord. e
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Figure 2.9: Vertical, modeled and measured salinity profiles for the year 2003 at the monitoring station
in Løgstør Bredning. Dots in the upper panel denote the time of profiling.
gradient occasionally sharpens and builds a front in Løgstør Bredning (for example in Mar,
June, August, October). A comparison with Fig. 2.9 shows that an inflow, whi increases
stratification, occurred in these months. Almost all parts of the Limord become more saline
over the year 2003, whi is due to the dry year 2003 and thus relatively weak freshwater
supply.
2.2.3 Stratification in the Limfjord
e potential energy anomaly is used as the measure for stratification. Simpson et al. [1977]
(see also Simpson and Bowers [1981]) define the anomaly of potential energy as
 =
1
D
Z
 H
gz (  ) dz (2.23)
with the depth-mean density
 =
1
D
Z
 H
 dz; (2.24)
where g is the gravitational acceleration, z is the vertical coordinate (positive upwards
from the boom  H up to the sea surface ), (z) is the density profile in a water column
of depth D = H + . e PEA, , is zero for a fully mixed water column, positive for
stable stratification and negative for unstable stratification. Physically,  gives the amount of
energy per volume that is necessary to vertically homogenise the entire whole water column.
When inspecting the temporal distribution of the simulated PEA, especially in Løgstør
Bredning, it can be seen that the Limord is an area where mixed and stratified periods are
alternating. Fig. 2.11 shows the simulated and measured PEA for the whole year at the moni-
toring station in Løgstør Bredning together with the oxygen saturation (discussed later). e
simulated PEA time series for 2003 is correlated to the simulated salinity difference of surface
and near-bed salinity time series for 2003 with a correlation factor of 0.96 at the monitoring
station. is is aracteristic for estuaries and shows for the present study that the number of
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Figure 2.10: Monthly snapshots of the simulated boom salinity in the Limord for the year 2003.
stratification events concentrating in June/July 2003, when the solar radiation is at maximum,
is not primarily related to an increasing temperature stratification. e effect of temperature
will be discussed belowwhen analysing the heating influence on the PEA.e simulated PEA
may be overestimated at the end of June 2003, whi is due to the differences between the
simulated salinity and observations in the short period (described above). Fig. 2.12 shows the
annual mean potential energy anomaly for 2003, calculated from the model results. Most of
the modeled stratification of 2003 occurs in the deep areas around Risgårde Bredning and the
aaed south-eastern bays. e relatively high cumulating freshwater input in that region
increases the mean stratification. Additionally, the wind mixing efficiency in these deeper
parts of the Limord is not as high as in the shallow parts, simply due to the water depth.
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Figure 2.11: Comparison of measured (squares) andmodeled (line) PEA in the upper panel and oxygen
saturation near the bed in the lower panel for the period April to October 2003. e bla part of the
bars in the lower panel denotes the oxygen depletion.
2.2.3.1 The processes of stratification and de-stratification according to the
dynamic equation of PEA
For analysing processes of stratification and de-stratification in the Limord, the dynamic
PEA equation derived by Burard and Hofmeister [2008] is used here. Aer omiing terms
due to boom buoyancy fluxes and horizontal mixing, the PEA equation is of the following
form:
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Figure 2.12: e simulated annual mean PEA for the Limord for the year 2003.
using the the depth-mean velocity vector u and the deviation from the depth-mean velocity
vector, defined as ~u = u   u and the deviation of the depth-mean-density ~, with rh
denoting the horizontal gradient operator. Here, ~w = w  w is defined as the deviation from
a linear vertical velocity profile interpolation w between the kinematic boundary conditions
at the surface and the boom, as derived in Burard and Hofmeister [2008]. e linear
vertical velocity profile fulfils the continuity equation of the depth-mean horizontal velocities.
Further, Pb is the vertical buoyancy flux, P sb the surface buoyancy flux and Q is the source
term for density due to heating by absorption of light. For simplicity, a linear equation of state
was used to avoid contributions from the non-linearity of the equation of state by diffusion
of temperature and salinity as a source for density. e processes of stratification and de-
stratification according to (2.25) are A: advection of PEA, B: depth-mean straining, C: non-
mean straining, D: vertical advection, E: vertical mixing and F: heating due to short-wave
radiation and surface heat fluxes.
e PEA-analysis focuses on the central basin and the period 27 May to 6 June whi was
investigated inWiles et al. [2006]. Fig. 2.13 shows a time series of the PEA and its six terms
reproduced by the model. Within the model applied here, it cannot be distinguished between
mixing by tides or wind mixing. e PEA in the central basin increases up to the 31 May (day
150) in the year 2003 in accordance with Wiles et al. [2006] (see Fig. 2e and Fig. 7b in their
publication). e calculated PEA terms show amixture of all abovementioned processes with
having similar order of magnitudes. e numerical calculation of the PEA terms is realised
here with central differences in the discrete model grid, whi is a numerical approximation
of the PEA terms as implicitly calculated by the model. erefore, the difference between
the sum of the PEA terms and the total ange of the PEA is about 10-15% at the discussed
locations.
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In Fig. 2.13, the non-mean straining, the advection of PEA and the vertical advection show
a high variability, depending on the strength of stratification. When the stratification is
stronger, then a ange in the PEA by vertical displacement of the pycnocline or the hori-
zontal movement of the stratified regime is supported. Additionally, the occurrence of hor-
izontal density gradients varying with depth is enhanced, so that the non-mean straining is
supported in stratified situations (see Burard and Hofmeister [2008] for an illustration of
the process). e variability of the mean straining term does not show a dependence of strat-
ification. e heating term shows a diurnal period overlayed by effects from surface cooling
and long-wave ba-radiation. ere is a positive contribution of the mixing term at night
whi indicates instable stratification and can be traed ba to the night-time surface cool-
ing. e mixing contributes to a reduction of PEA in the showed period mostly due to wind.
Mixing due to boom friction is not expected to be important because of low flow velocities
less than 10 cm/s. Fig. 2.13 shows negative rates for the mixing term, when the wind speed
exceeds roughly about 5 m/s (at this specific location and time) and the wind induced mixing
reaes the pycnocline.
At times when the water column is almost completely mixed and mainly heating and mix-
ing are active (e.g. the night between 5 and 6 June), the instable stratification by night-time
surface cooling is compensated by convective mixing. e only remainder for the dynamic
terms in this vertically mixed regime with a mean horizontal density gradient is a small
contribution from the depth-mean straining.
A cumulative analysis for a beer understanding of the contributions of the different PEA
terms to the stratification has been done for two locations in the central basin of the Limord.
Fig. 2.14 shows mean total ange of the PEA in the period from 27May to 2 June, 2003, in the
the central basin Løgstør Bredning. e colours are overlayed with the directions of the time-
averaged, vertically integrated transports. In that specific period, the PEA is increasing from
about 0 up to a value about 6 J/m3 in the period shown in Fig. 2.13. e whole waterbody is
slowly moving from the south-eastern opening (higher salinities) through Løgstør Bredning,
slowly transporting salty water into and through the basin. Additionally to the monitoring
station B, whi is labelled L1 in Fig. 2.14, a second station L2 is added near the south-eastern
opening. Location L2, 7.8 m deep, is subject to substantial increases of stratification in the
investigated period. It is also directly influenced by the dynamics at the opening, where the
salty water enters into the central basin from the North Sea side.
At location L1, Fig. 2.15 shows the PEA terms from Fig. 2.13 integrated from 27 May. e
total contributions of the different terms can be found at the end of the integrated time series.
e mixing and the advection of PEA do not show a mean contribution to the stratification
at 2 June. For both straining terms as well as for the vertical advection the result shows
positive contributions as stratifying agents in the specific situation. A contribution against
stratification turns out to come from the heating effect. e surface cooling at night as well
as the long-wave ba radiation do compensate the stratifying effect of light absorption in
the daytime. A diurnal cycle of warming and stratification is overlayed with a mean de-
stratifying cooling effect. During the whole period, both of the straining terms do have a
positive trend in their stratifying effect.
e location L2 shows a completely different situation (see Fig. 2.16). e heating and
the non-mean vertical advection do not have a significant integrated effect. Whereas the
mixing due to higher velocities (up to 30 cm/s) near the opening de-stratifies the water col-
umn. Again, both straining terms do have positive contributions to the stratification. e
advection of PEA seem to trigger the temporal PEA evolution until 30 May. A significant
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Figure 2.13: e different terms in the dynamic equation of the PEA for the days 27 May to 6 June
in the year 2003 in the central basin of the Limord. Panel a shows the temporal evolution of the
PEA and panels b,c,d below show rates of the PEA due to the different contributors in the dynamic
equation (2.25). e panels e and f show the surface heat flux, the short wave radiation (scaled) and
the wind speed as used in the model forcing.
de-stratification in panel a in Fig. 2.16 is always seen in the PEA advection term at location L2
until 30 May. A PEA-advection event occurs at 30 May whi remains for the whole period
as one of the main de-stratifying processes.
Both locations in Fig. 2.14 do show positive mean contributions from the straining terms.
e wind event at the 31 May (see Fig. 2.13) can be identified in both locations in the mixing
time series. Heating of the water column in terms of definition in (2.25) does not have a mean
stratifying effect. It more likely de-stratifies the water column by surface cooling.
2.2.3.2 Some aspects of stratification in the central basin
e tidal signal inside the Limord is almost filtered out by the narrow and shallow an-
nels. A harmonic analysis for the M2 period, whi is the strongest tidal component in the
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Figure 2.14: e ange in the PEA from 27 May to 2 June in colours, overlayed with the directions
of the mean, vertically integrated transport for the same period. e integrated effect of the different
PEA contributions is investigated at locations L1 (station B in 2.6) and L2.
Limord, results in 4.6 cm of tidal amplitude in Løgstør Bredning. e tidal stirring in the
Limord can be estimated by an empirical term quantifying the power per volume for reduc-
ing stratification, taken from Simpson and Bowers [1981]
T =

@
@t

tide
=
4"kbu
3
s
3H
(2.26)
with " being the efficiency of tidal stirring, kb being the seabed drag coefficient,H being the
water depth and us being the depth averaged amplitude of tidal spring velocities. e tidal
stirring term T can be compared to the anomaly of potential energy  from (2.23). e ratio
/T gives the time scale for fully mixing the water column. When seing " = 0:0037 (like
in Simpson and Bowers [1981])), kb  0:0025, H = 7m, us  0:1m s 1 and  = 1017
kgm 3, T  0:6  10 6Wm 3 is obtained. With a  = 7.2 Jm 3, whi is a mean value for
stratified periods in Løgstør Bredning, the tidal stirring would need  140 days to mix the
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Figure 2.15: e integral time series of the different terms in the dynamic equation of PEA for the days
27 May to 2 June in the year 2003 at location L1 in Fig. 2.14. Panel a shows the temporal evolution of
the PEA and panels b,c,d below show the integrated rates of the PEA due to the different contributors
in the dynamic equation (2.25).
water column completely. In accordance with Wiles et al. [2006], we can therefore assume
that tidal stirring does not have a significant effect on reducing stratification.
In the presence of dense boom plumes, the weak tidal signal can have a considerable
influence on the local PEA. Fig. 2.10 shows situations with boom fronts in salinity. e
stratified situations due to high salinities at the boom in Fig. 2.9 can be interpreted to be
plume-like structures triggered by the salinity fronts. A moving, dense plume results in ad-
vection of PEA and anges in the PEA by the vertical advection. e influence of the weak
tidal motion on the anges of the PEA by the vertical advection and the non-mean straining
is developing with the stratification and overlays the time series with an almost semidiurnal
period since 30 May up to 3 June. At the south-western opening of the central basin (location
L2 in Fig. 2.14), a tidal signal cannot be clearly identified in the integrated time series of the
PEA terms. A harmonic analysis does result in 3.2 cm of variation in sea surface elevation
by the M2 tide. e small signature of an M2 influence, whi is hardly visible in the PEA
advection since 31 May, is overlayed by other, more important processes at that location.
It is instructive to compare the simulated stratification with the measured oxygen satura-
tion, and test whether low saturation levels are correlated with strong enduring stratification,
as shown in Fig. 2.11. e oxygen saturation Osat2 is calculated as ratio of measured oxygen
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Figure 2.16: e integral time series of the different terms in the dynamic equation of PEA for the days
27 May to 2 June in the year 2003 at location L2 in Fig. 2.14. Panel a shows the temporal evolution of
the PEA and panels b,c,d below show the integrated rates of the PEA due to the different contributors
in the dynamic equation (2.25).
over the calculated maximum dissolved oxygen
Osat2 =
Oabs2
Omax2
: (2.27)
e maximum dissolved oxygen is calculated according to Mortimer [1981] as function of
water temperature. e oxygen saturation near the boom is low in periods of stratification
due to depletion by benthic organisms. In periods of stratification, the pycnocline separates
the boom from the surface and thus the near-boomwater is not ventilated. Even when the
PEA decreases already, the oxygen may still be depleted near the boom, if mixing processes
are limited to the upper water column. Oxygen measurements near the boom therefore
could be used as indicator for a recent stratified period. e model results should be able to
close the gaps between the measurements. For example, Fig. 2.11 shows for the middle of
June, that oxygen was depleted (oxygen saturation is still less than 60%, the same value like
in the long stratification period around the 1 June) even though the measured PEA is already
below typically values of stratification periods. e measured oxygen depletion indicates a
period of suppressed mixing, whi is reproduced by the model with a period of stratification
in the days before. e same situation can be found at the end of August and around the 1
October. It should be stated again, that the high PEA values around 1 July is not verified and
cannot be included in this comparison.
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2.2.4 Summarising the Limfjord studies
e Limord model simulation provides verified data for investigating stratification in the
Limord in the year 2003. e meteorological forcing and the riverine freshwater supply
into the Limord are keys for a realistic Limord simulation. e processes of stratification
and de-stratification are investigated as anges of the potential energy anomaly (PEA). e
temporal anges of the PEA are decomposed into four terms directly related to differential
advection, one term due to vertical mixing and one term due to heating and cooling. e
decomposition provided an insight into the different stratifying and de-stratifying processes
in the Limord.
Differential advection, driven by strong horizontal density gradients, and the superposition
of these gradients with the additionally forced differential circulation by wind or a mean
external pressure gradient are the major sources for stratification in the Limord. A case
study shows that the de-stratification in the central Limord is driven by night-time surface
cooling, mixing due to strong winds, and locally by advection of the stratified water body. It
is interesting to note that the stabilising effect (in terms of stratification) of the mixing during
night-time cooling is a significant cumulating effect in the PEA budget. A stratifying effect
by heating due to absorption of light is not found in the presented study. Tides do not play
a significant role in terms of stratification in the central Limord. e volume ratio of the
inflowing North Sea water and the freshwater input measures 4:1, hence the salty inflowing
water of about 30 psu will be thinned by 1/4. at is consistent with the mean salinity in the
inner parts of the Limord of about 23 psu.
e stratifying effects of the differential advection benefit from the Limord’s aracteris-
tics. It is quite uncommon to find amean transport of oceanic water throughout a freshwater-
dominated sound without significant tidal influence. Although there are not many systems
like the Limord, the shown methods of analysing stratification and de-stratification can be
adapted to other estuarine systems as well.
e presented study shows, that the PEA can be an indicator for rising oxygen depletion
near the bed in regions with benthic living. A model setup for the Limord in adequate res-
olution as presented here could be used for local forecast for stratification, when the forcing
from other forcast models is available. It would be possible to predict unfavourable condi-
tions for the benthic shellfish community as well as favourable conditions for algeal blooms,
diminishing the water quality.
3 Numerical techniques for modelling
stratified seas
3.1 Adaptive vertical coordinates
e section is organised as follows: First the concept of general vertical coordinates is briefly
reviewed with respect to the primitive equations (section 3.1.1.1). en, the grid adaptation
strategies are derived (section 3.1.1.2). Aerwards, the numerical methods for solving the
dynamical equations in the framework of the moving grids are discussed (section 3.1.1.3-
3.1.1.8). In section 3.1.2, the implementation concept into the used 3D model are described.
ese methods are then compared and investigated in detail for four different idealised model
scenarios (section 3.1.3). Finally, the results are summarised and discussed (section 3.1.4).
3.1.1 Grid adaptation
3.1.1.1 The transformed model space
In order to increase the mathematical flexibility of a 3D ocean model, a general vertical coor-
dinate transformation   following Kasahara [1974] and Deleersnijder and Ruddi [1992] is
carried out whimaps the physical space (t; x; y; z), with the vertical coordinate z point-
ing upwards, into a transformed space spanned by the coordinates (t; x; y; ). e general
vertical coordinate  is assumed to be monotone with respect to z:
 =  (t; x; y; z) , z = z(t; x; y; ): (3.1)
e following coordinate ange is thus used:
t = t; x = x; y = y; z = z(t; x; y; ) (3.2)
with the Jacobian of the transformation being simply @z.  can be osen for convenience
to vary between -1 at the boom and 0 at the surface.
One of the simplest coordinate transformation of this type is the so called -coordinate
transformation
 =  =
z   
D
; (3.3)
where  is the sea surface elevation (counted positive upwards from z = 0 at the reference
surface) and D = H +  is the total local depth (topographic depth H plus sea surface
elevation)
e purpose of the present paper is to find some optimalway to define the function z(t; x; y; ).
e adaptive coordinate must always and everywhere satisfy a non-vanishing Jacobian and
total height conservation. Apart from these restrictions, the coordinate ange is highly flex-
ible and can therefore accommodate any desired treatment.
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e dynamic equations in the physical space can then be integrated in the transformed,
discretised space as presented in Burard and Petersen [1997] or alternatively presented in
Lander et al. [1994].
From here on, in order to simplify the numerical treatment, we try to find the non-uniform
coordinate transformation z(x; y; t; ), where  is uniformly distributed in [ 1; 0] corre-
sponding directly to the discrete numerical vertical grid indices. From there the non-uniform
 distribution can be recovered by the definition
 =
z()  
D
(3.4)
e objective is to find the coordinate transformation
z = z();  2 [ 1; 0] (3.5)
whi covers the domain z 2 [ H; ] in some optimal way.
3.1.1.2 Optimisation technique
Optimisations for general vertical coordinates are starting with generalising the sigma distri-
bution to be zoomed towards boom and surface, also called s-grid, in order to optimise the
near-surface and near-boom resolution. In Fiedler [2002], a grid adaptation by an empirical
function depending on mixed layer depth is presented. e grid transformation strategy here
should generally optimise the resolution of vertical gradients based on a prioriminimisations
(approa advocated inompson et al. [1985] and follow up of Burard and Beers [2004]).
One possibility is minimising the cost function I1 defined by
I1 =
Z 
 H
(@f) dz =
Z 0
 1
@zf (@z)
2 d =
Z 0
 1
w1 (@z)
2 d (3.6)
for ea individual water column in the model domain. Here the weight w1 = @zf is ob-
viously related to the rate of ange of the function f or alternatively to the inverse length
scale of the function variations.
Minimisation of (3.6) tries to find the coordinate ange z = z () su that in the new
coordinates, the gradients (with respect to the new coordinate) of f are uniform and small.
e Euler Lagrange equation for fixed end points z( 1) =  H and z(0) =  and assuming
the weighting function depending on the normalised coordinates: w1 = w1() writes as
@ (w1@z) = 0 (3.7)
However, in practice the weighting will rather be dependant on physical space coordinates
since ultimately this is what is of interest to the modeller. is can be handled by using eq.
(3.7) with a diffusion term for a discrete set of  levels, but wherew1 must be updated at ea
ange of z. Hence, (3.7) is essentially non-linear in that case. Another approa would be
to accept the a priori dependence of w1 on the physical space and to minimise instead
I2 =
Z 0
 1
w1(z) (@z)
2 d (3.8)
whi lead to the same Euler-Lagrange equation as (3.7). It can easily be shown that this
approa minimises the error when assuming piecewise constant functions for a discrete set
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of data points. Instead of solving the Euler-Lagrange equation exactly at ea model time-
step, we rather allow tomove the grid towards this exact solution in a time-maringmanner:
@tz   @

kgrid@z

= 0 (3.9)
with the grid-related diffusivity kgrid and  2 [ 1; 0] and boundary conditions for z from
z( 1) =  H and z(0) = .
According to Burard and Beers [2004], the grid diffusion coefficient kgrid (whi has
the physical unit s 1) is calculated as
kgrid =
D
tgrid

cN2K
grid
N2
+ cS2K
grid
S2
+ cdK
grid
d + cbK
grid
b

(3.10)
with the stratification-related component
Kgrid
N2
=
max(0; @z)

; (3.11)
the shear-related component
Kgrid
S2
=
j@zvj
v
; (3.12)
the near-surface component
Kgridd =
1
d+ d0
; (3.13)
and the baground component
Kgridb =
1
D
: (3.14)
Here, is a reference density difference andv a reference velocity difference. e grid
diffusion time scale is denoted by tgrid. d is the distance from the surface, d0 is a variable
determining the intensity of the near-surface grid zooming and the coefficients cX are the
diffusion weights. For the discretised version see Burard and Beers [2004], where this
approa is applied for a 1D water column model.
e optimisation tenique to minimise the integral of layer-related, vertical gradients in
the model grid as presented above is easy to implement in an ocean model. e minimisation
distributes the state variables and the velocity fields onto the vertical grid to be represented
uniformly. It is easy to ensure a positive Jacobian and boundary fiing, because it is a valid
transformation in that sense. However, the minimisation does not give a direct link between
adjacent verticals in the horizontal model grid. e only link is the continuity of the physical
fields to whi the adaption is done. e horizontal filter methods presented in the sections
3.1.1.4-3.1.1.5 below will supply a link between neighbouring water columns. For application
in ocean models, the oice of diffusion weights cX is not unique and will depend on the
objective of the model study.
3.1.1.3 Vertical discretisation
For the discretisation, the physical space is vertically divided into N layers. is is done by
introducing internal surfaces zk, k = 1; : : : ; N   1 whi do not intersect, ea depending
on the horizontal position (x; y) and time t:
 H(x; y) = z0(x; y) < z1(x; y; t) <    < zN 1(x; y; t) < zN (x; y; t) = (x; y; t)
(3.15)
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with the local layer depths
hk = zk   zk 1: (3.16)
for 1  k  N , the local boom coordinate, H(x; y), and the sea surface elevation,
(x; y; t). e objective of the grid adaption is to find a distribution of the vertical loca-
tion of interfaces zk so as to place a given number of discrete grid points in an optimal way
in terms of the specified optimisation parameters. is is leading to the height of the grid
layers of hk = zk zk 1 with
P
k hk = H+ if the grid is formed correctly with z0 =  H ,
zN =  and zk > zk 1.
e horizontal transports are calculated from the hydrostatic Reynolds-averaged Navier-
Stokes equations in the physical model space. e vertical velocity equation reduces for
hydrostatic flow to the hydrostatic balance,
@zp =  g; (3.17)
su that for incompressible flow the vertical velocity w is calculated by means of vertically
integrating the incompressibility condition
@xu+ @yv + @zw = 0 (3.18)
where p is the pressure, g the gravitational acceleration and (u; v; w) are the components of
the velocity vector. e discretisation of (3.18) is of the following form:
wk = wk 1   @thk   @xpk   @yqk; (3.19)
with the grid-related vertical velocity
wk = @tzk   u

zk
@xzk   v

zk
@yzk (3.20)
and the layer-integrated transports
pk =
Z zk
zk 1
u dz; qk =
Z zk
zk 1
v dz; (3.21)
see Burard and Petersen [1997] for details.
3.1.1.4 Horizontal filtering of interface positions
e independently adapted vertical coordinates can be homogenised horizontally by having
similar vertical positions for the same levels on . However, the truncation error in the
calculation of horizontal gradients in a horizontally non-aligned vertical coordinate system
is indicated to be small for a small value of
Ahc =
j@xzkj
hk/x
; (3.22)
where Ahc  1 if the hydrostatic consistency is violated and extrapolations are expected.
In our case with arbitrary small hk, the potential errors can be reduced by a horizontal diffu-
sion of the vertical position for ea discrete level on the numerical grid . e filtering can
be defined as
@tzk = @x (Ai@xzk) + @y (Ai@yzk) (3.23)
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where x and y are the spatial coordinates of the numerical grid and the diffusivityAi scales
withhor x24tf . tf is a timescale for the horizontal filtering, whi is the baroclinic timestep
in the shown experiments, and hor is a number between [0; 1] and defines the strength of
the horizontal filtering of interface positions.
e horizontal filtering of interface positions is a control on the horizontal regularity of
the grid and it is easy to implement. For the resulting two-dimensional elliptic equation, no
extrema may exist. If a local extrema exist in a specific vertical, the filtering in the whole
model domain may result in a non-unique coordinate ange. e filtering may also lead
to negative Jacobians and interface depths below topography. Hence an enforcing of well-
defined grid is required aerwards (see section 3.1.1.8).
At the lateral boundaries, Dirilet or Neumann-type conditions could be applied.
3.1.1.5 Advection of z, Lagrangian approach
e incompressibility condition (3.19) can be rewrien as
@thk + @xpk + @yqk = wk 1   wk: (3.24)
e transformed vertical velocity w relative to the moving grid is defined su that fluxes
across coordinate surfaces are zero if this velocity is zero. For pure Lagrangian-type models,
w = 0 is defined. Normally, equation (3.24) is used to diagnose vertical velocities from
prescribed anges in the grid and divergence of the velocity field as presented in the model
description for the model used here.
But it can also be used to enforce Lagrangianmovements of the grid by solving the equation
for hk imposing zero relative vertical velocity:
@thk =  @xpk   @yqk (3.25)
will give a first guess for new positions ~hn+1k from whi the new values can be calculated
by any further re-gridding strategy. e Lagrangian-type guess for the new layer heights is
~hn+1k = h
n
k   lagt(@xpk + @yqk) (3.26)
where the upper indices denote the time step numbers. For values lag = 1, the vertical dis-
cretisationange (3.26) is fully Lagrangian and valueslag < 1 are introducing a Lagrangian
tendency only. e Lagrangian approa decreases the grid-related vertical transports and
thus the numerical mixing resulting from vertical advection of vertical tracer andmomentum
gradients. However, the grid-related vertical velocities are calculated aer the grid adaption
using equation 3.19.
e Lagrangian tendency minimises vertical advection and associated numerical mixing
since strong vertical gradients moving with the vertical flow velocity are typical in oceanic
applications. It is easy to implement if the grid adaption is placed correctly into the model
loop. Nevertheless, the Lagrangian tendency may lead to invalid grids and layer interfaces
below topography or above sea level. If an initial distribution of layers is defined, a pure
Lagrangian advection of layers cannot control the grid regularity, especially not, if open
boundaries are included in the model domain.
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3.1.1.6 Horizontal filtering of layer thicknesses
Violating the hydrostatic consistency in the model grid discretisation indicates possible trun-
cation errors, whi feed into the calculation of the internal pressure gradient. Song [1998]
estimates the error for the pressure gradient calculation over a vertical extent of a single cell
scales with x(z) (in our notation: xhk) for a buoyancy field whi can be represented
by second order polynomials in the vertical.
Beside that, the magnitude of the pressure gradient error is depending on the pressure
gradient formulation (PGF) itself. Higher order terms for the representation of the buoyancy
field will result in higher order terms for the error in the PGF. According to Song [1998], the
discretisation error disappears for
xhk = 0; (3.27)
a condition, whi can be approaed by applying a horizontal diffusion of layer thiness.
e diffusion of layer thiness writes as
@thk = Ah (@xx + @yy)hk; (3.28)
where Ah scales with dif x24tf and dif is a number between [0; 1] and defines the
strength of the horizontal filtering of layer thinesses.
Next to the reduction of PGF errors, the horizontal diffusion of layer height is an additional
control for the horizontal regularity of the grid. Drastical anges between adjacent water
columns are smoothed. e iterative process of the vertical optimisation tenique and the
horizontal filtering of layer thinesses tends to create “iso-gradient” layers, whi are lo-
cally similar to isopycnal layers for small isopycnal slopes and distant to the boom and the
surface.
e horizontal filtering of layer thinesses can have the same effect as the horizontal fil-
tering of layer heights for special scenarios. For a horizontally varying, vertical optimisation
effect or bathymetry, both filters will act differently.
However, in addition to the diffusion of layer height h, the conservation of total depth may
be violated (similar problems as with the horizontal bolus velocity in isopycnal models (see
Gent and McWilliams [1990])). e conservation of total depth has to be enforced separately
as suggested in section 3.1.1.8. us the effect of minimising the pressure gradient error is
limited. At least in a pure -coordinate grid, the effect of horizontal diffusion of layer height
is compensated by the depth conservation.
3.1.1.7 Isopycnal tendency
e objective for this aspect of the grid adaption strategy is to place zk to be on user-defined
 surfaces. Special treatments are needed at the boom, the surface and for interleaving
layers in pure isopycnal models, when isopycnals disappear or new layers have to be added.
erefore, the objective is move in time the point from znk into a position zn+1k where the
density has a given value k. is can be aieved by observing that
(zn+1)  (zn) +  zn+1   zn @z: (3.29)
So that the best guess for the update would be
zn+1k = z
n
k +
k   (zn)
@z
; (3.30)
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meaning that one can add the following tendency term
zn+1k = z
n
k + iso
k   (zn)
@z
 < 1 (3.31)
where iso = 1 is strong isopycnal tendency and iso = 0 is no isopycnal tendency.
k, the target isopycnal value for level k can be prescribed a priori like in isopycnal models,
but it could be more flexible to let the model calculate the target densities from the density
distribution itself. is can be aieved iteratively by assigning to k a mean value of all k
from surrounding water columns. e stencil for the averaging can be large if some basin
scale ”isopycnals” are thought. Averaging only over subbasin scales also allows different
”isopycnals” to be used in physically different regimes. In section 3.1.2 an example method
for calculating the k values is given as used for the examples.
Of course, instead of pushing given discrete levels to prescribed isopycnal levels, one could
also aract them in a similar way to prescribed z level, oxygen values or any other a pri-
ori distribution. A pure grid adaption towards prescribed z levels will create a hybrid grid
between s-coordinate and z-level grids.
e advantage of using su an isopycnal tendency (coupled possibly with the Lagrangian
tendency) compared to purely isopycnal models is that the grid does not sti on preserving
certain density values. Hence, the well tested model teniques for calculating the vertical
mixing and handling the non-linear effects of the equation of state (su as cabbeling) can
kept the same. Furthermore, if the physical situation precludes efficient use of purely isopy-
cnal models (for example during deep water formations), the adaptive grid method simply
will move grid points in a non-isopycnal way.
e method also could allow to prescribe different isopycnal levels (to whi grid points
are aracted) in different basins, with transition zones. Again, the numerical grid, since it is
absolutely arbitrary, does not need to adapt physical parameterisations as they are already
included in the primitive equationmodel. e advantage of trying to follow isopycnals simply
lies in the fact that if the physical processes are isopycnal, then the numerical grid allows a
beer representation of those processes as they are aligned with the grid.
Again, the isopycnal tendency may lead to invalid grids and interface depths below topog-
raphy so that total depth conservation has to be ensured. If there is noise in the isopycnal
depths, it will be transferred to the numerical grid by the isopycnal tendency, whi may
have impacts on the horizontal resolution of the flow field.
3.1.1.8 Enforcing well defined grids
Working with the layer heights hk allows easy diffusion of h, but it may lead to a ”conser-
vation” problem of the local total depth for the adapted grid. Working with the interface
positions zk might result in negative layer heights. For a well defined grid, it has to ensured
that z0 =  H and zN = . Additionally it has also to be enforced that zk+1 > zk.
If the approa is based on layer thiness tapering or horizontal diffusion of z-levels, one
must always include the constraint X
k
hk = H +  (3.32)
and hk > 0. We aim for a single step correction (or at least a finite (known and proportional
to N ) number of steps ) in order to control the computing cost.
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e implementation is to always e for positive layer heights and enforce the layer
heights to be larger than a specified minimum depth. Finally, the adapted, uncorrected grid
~hk is corrected to mat the local depth by
hk =

k
H + P
k~hk

~hk; (3.33)
where the correction weights k can be also used to concentrate even more levels where
needed (see Liseikin [1999]). Here we use k = 1 to apply a global compression/expansion
to fit the total depth.
3.1.2 Implementation
3.1.2.1 Implementation of the grid adaption in the model loop
e grid adaption is part of the baroclinic mode calculation in the main model loop of GETM.
e main order in the loop of the baroclinic mode is
1. updating the horizontal transports
2. updating the grid (whi is the grid adaption in case of adaptive grids) and the grid-
related vertical velocities
a) e pseudo-Lagrangian adaption (equation (3.26) in section 3.1.1.5) and the hori-
zontal diffusion of layer height (equation (3.28) in section 3.1.1.6) and additionally
an enforcing of well behaved grid is called (see section 3.1.1.8). e horizontal
diffusion of layer heights is not activated between land and water cells and out-
side the model domain at the open boundaries.
b) e vertical refinement of the grid by horizontal filtering of interface positions
(equation (3.23) in section 3.1.1.4) and the isopycnal tendency (equation (3.31) in
section 3.1.1.7): e horizontal filtering of interface positions is swited off for
thin layers (if the layer height less than the specified minimum depth) and be-
tween land and water cells. e distance of interface movement by the isopycnal
tendency is limited to be less or equal the layer height in order to avoid patho-
logic grids when strong along-layer gradients are existing (e.g. near a plume front
or steep slopes). e isopycnal tendency is calculating its reference densities by
averaging over a given horizontal stencil of 5x5 grid points within the specific
model layer:
i;j;k =
1
i+2;j+2X
i0;j0=i 2;j 2
mi0;j0
i+2;j+2X
i0;j0=i 2;j 2
mi0;j0  i0;j0;k; (3.34)
where i,j,k are the grid cell indices in the 3D model grid and m is a land mask
with m = 0 for land cells and m = 1 for water cells. Again the enforcing of a
well behaved grid is called.
c) e grid adaption to stratification, shear and distance to boom and surface
(equation (3.9) in section 3.1.1.2). A baground adaption towards an equally
spaced vertical grid is calculated for the sum of the four related tendencies equalling
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one. e different tendencies could be combined locally weighted, depending on
depth, velocity, sub-basin averaged stratification for example. In our case, the
weights are specified constant in time and space. e vertical diffusion in the
grid adaption is calculated implicitely.
d) e grid related vertical velocities are calculated from equation (3.19).
3. evaluating the turbulent mixing quantities
4. updating temperature, salinity and finally density distributions
For the final moving of data when grid points have been adapted, a high-order advection
seme is needed (Iselin et al. [2002]). e updated distribution of tracers and transports
is calculated by means of the osen advection seme based on the grid-related vertical
velocities, calculated aer the grid handling in the model loop. us, a specific remapping of
tracer and velocity fields as presented inWhite and Adcro [2008] is not necessary here. In
addition, with the present approa tracer conservation is ensured by the advection seme.
It should be noted that due to the tracer re-distribution by the high-order advection semes,
filtered gridding is not leading to filtered tracer distributions.
e grid adaptation must be done just before mass conservation in the model loop, whi
is assured in our model by the calculation of the grid-related vertical velocity.
e different parameters of the grid adaption are listed as follows:
hor factor for horizontal filter of interface positions
lag factor for Lagrangian tendency (see 3.26)
dif factor for horizontal filter of layer heights hk
iso factor for isopycnal tendency (see 3.31)
cN2 diffusion weight related to stratification
cS2 diffusion weight related to shear
cd diffusion weight related to distance from surfaces
dsurf norm for distance related to cd
dmin minimum height for enforcing well defined grids
tgrid grid adaption time scale
e diffusion weights from (3.10) should add up to 1 = cN2 + cS2 + cd + cb. Hence, the
diffusion weight related to the baground -layer distribution is calculated accordingly and
is excluded from the list of free parameters. Typical sets of these grid adaption parameters
are given in the examples, discussed in the next section. A visualisation of the horizontal
filters is provided in fig. 3.1.
It is possible that linking of parameters will be practical in realistic studies, for example
linking the Lagrangian and isopycnal tendency in order to get isopycnal-type coordinates.
Also dif might be linked to the diffusion weights and the minimum layer height in order to
force the horizontal smoothing, when potentially distorted grids are expected.
e computational overhead by the grid adaption is mostly determined by an additional
call to the implicit solver for the vertical grid diffusion and the calculation of the running
mean of the density for the isopycnal tendency. erefor, the calculation of the running
mean of the density is skipped if iso is zero.
For a flexible initialisation of the verical coordinate discretisation, three options are imple-
mented in the model code:
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A
B
C
D
Figure 3.1: e horizontal filters as implemented for the grid adaptation: A - filter for layer heights,
B - filter of interface positions, C - Lagrangian tendency, D - isopycnal tendency
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a) Starting with predefined distributions for temperature and salinity without any veloc-
ities, and a sigma-type layer distribution, the grid adaption is expected to take place
during the model run.
b) starting with predefined distributions for temperature and salinity without any ve-
locities and pre-adaption of the grid to the density distribution and the bathymetry.
During the pre-adaption process, only vertical transport through the layer interfaces
is allowed. Aer the pre-adaption, a balance between adaption to stratification and
bathymetry should be approaed, in order to avoid a strongly moving grid at the be-
ginning of the simulation. e initial temperature and salinity fields are re-interpolated
onto the pre-adapted model grid aerwards.
c) starting in hotstart mode, whi continues an existing simulation. e information,
whi is needed at the beginning of a simulation loop is read from a file during initial-
isation.
3.1.3 Examples
e examples in the following will investigate the performance of the grid adaption in terms
of numerical mixing (internal seie (section 3.1.3.1) andmulti-basin overflow (section 3.1.3.2)
examples) and in terms of pressure gradient errors for experiments with an oceanic seamount
(section 3.1.3.3). In a coastal upwelling experiment (section 3.1.3.4), the grid adaption is ap-
plied to a more realistic scenario. In all of the examples, the best-practice model teniques
of GETM are used. A third-order, monotonic TVD seme is used for advection of density
and velocity and in general a high-order internal pressure gradient seme (Shepetkin and
McWilliams [2003]) is adopted.
Mixing is quantified here as the tracer variance decay, whi can be evaluated for the
numerically and physically induced mixing as presented by Burard and Rennau [2008].
e tracer variance decay by physical mixing Dphys is estimated by the decay term in the
budget equation for the square of the mean tracer s due to turbulent diffusion
Dphys = 2Kv (@zs)
2 (3.35)
where Kv is the vertical component of the turbulent diffusivity. Contributions from the
horizontal diffusivity are neglected, because it is swited off in the following examples.
Dphys can be directly compared to the tracer variance decay due to numerical mixing, whi
can be calculated by the difference between the advected amount of the squared tracer and
the squared amount of the advected tracer divided by the time step t (see Burard and
Rennau [2008]). e tracer variance decay due to numerical mixingDnum for a certainmodel
grid cell i at a certain time step number n+ 1 writes as
Dnumi =
A
n
(sni )
2
o
i
   A fsni gi2
t
=
A
n
(sni )
2
o
i
   sn+1i 2
t
: (3.36)
where A f:::gi is the tracer concentration resulting from a pure advection step andt is the
time step. e tracer concentration sn+1i is obtained aer the advection step in cell number
i. Equation (3.36) can be integrated in the discrete model space with grid cell heights hn+1i
as
t
X
i
hn+1i D
num
i =
X
i
hn+1i A
n
(sni )
2
o
i
 
X
i
hn+1i
 
sn+1i
2
: (3.37)
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Since the advection semes used here are conservative, for closed domains without bound-
ary fluxes, (3.37) can be wrien as
t
X
i
hn+1i D
num
i =
X
i
hni (s
n
i )
2  
X
i
hn+1i
 
sn+1i
2
: (3.38)
Hence, the difference of the tracer variance in a closed domain before and aer the advection
step is given by the domain-wide integral of the valueDnumi .
Riemensneider and Legg [2007] showed that in basin-scale overflow simulations the ex-
pected mixing of tracers is covered exhaustively by the numerical mixing. Hence, the sim-
ulated tracer mixing was depending on the model resolution, whi is unsatisfactory for a
physical description of the mixing processes. e numerical mixing is needed for the mono-
tonicity of the advection seme. It has to be reduced as mu as possible within this require-
ment by the model numerics in order to get a physically based description of the mixing by
a turbulence model. It is expected here that the physical mixing parameters in the model
are represented in a quantitatively realistic way by properly implemented turbulence closure
models (see, e.g., the one-dimensional model-observation comparison studies by Burard
et al. [2002], Simpson et al. [2002], Arneborg et al. [2007], Souza et al. [2008], Peters and
Baumert [2007], or the three-dimensional model study by Ilicak et al. [2008]. e physical
and numerical mixing contributions always compete in reducing the tracer variance in the
model domain. It is thus expected that a reduced numerical mixing could increase the amount
of physical mixing with the same turbulent diffusivity but acting on stronger gradients.
3.1.3.1 Internal seiche
is two-layer flow scenario will demonstrate that the Lagrangian approa indeed allows
to move grid points passively with the vertical velocity field. It will further be shown that
grids whi are directly adapted to the anging vertical stratification substantially reduce
numerical mixing and perform similarly to Lagrangian grids. We will further show that in
contrast to these adaptive grids a fixed grid will cause strong numerical diffusion with the
effect that the seie period is overestimated.
For this test case whi is based on a two-dimensional closed flat boom domain with a
length of L = 64 km and a mean depth of H = 20 m, friction and mixing are neglected
in order to allow for an analytical solution. e two layers have a density difference of
 = 3:9 kgm 3. e initial interface between the two layers is located at
z =  H
2

1   sin


x
L

; (3.39)
for x 2 [ 12L; 12L], where x = 0 is the basin centre. e relative amplitude , is also a
measure for the non-linearity of the scenario. Initial velocities are zero, the initial sea surface
elevation is set to
 =   g
0
g
H
4
 sin


x
L

(3.40)
with the reduced gravitational acceleration
g0 =

0
g: (3.41)
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grid lag dif cN2 cS2 cb dmin tgrid
fully Lagrangian 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 m 1 h
adaption to stratification 0.0 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.5 0.1 m 1 h
adaption to shear 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.5 0.5 0.1 m 1 h
Table 3.1: Parameters for the grid adaptions in the internal seie experiments
In this case, the linearised solution from LeBlond and Mysak [1978] for small density dif-
ferences can be decomposed in the barotropic and baroclinic modes. Hence the solution for
the interface position is
z =  H
2

1   cos(!t) sin


x
L

(3.42)
and
 =   g
0
g
H
4
 sin


x
L

cos(!t) (3.43)
for the sea surface elevation  with the frequency
! =
1
2
p
g0H

L
: (3.44)
e analytical solution for " ! 0 for the upper layer velocity u+ and the lower layer
velocity u  is
u+ =  u  = 
2
p
g0H sin(!t) cos


x
L

: (3.45)
e discretisation for this scenario is carried out with a horizontal resolution of x =
500 m, a barotropic timestep of 15 s, a baroclinic timestep of 150 s and N = 20 vertical
layers. In order to avoid interpolation of the initial density distribution into the numerical
grid, the initial vertical grid is constructed su that the middle layer is aligned with the
density interface and the remaining layers are distributed with equidistant spacing between
the boom and the interface and the interface and the surface, respectively:
hk =
8>>>><>>>>:
 z + 
1
2N
; k =
1
2
N + 1; :::; N
H + z
1
2N
; k = 1; :::;
1
2
N
(3.46)
with the density jump between k = 12N and k = 12N + 1.
In the upper panel of figure 3.2 the solutions for the normalised lower layer velocity u 
at x = 0 for four different grid types and a non-linearity of  = 0:2 are compared to the
analytical linear solution (3.45): the fully Lagrangian grid, the adaptation to stratification,
the adaption to shear and the grid fixed to the initial grid with fiing to the anging water
depth, only. In order to enable a fully Lagrangian grid, the baground diffusivity cb is excep-
tionally set to zero. e parameters for the grid adaptions are listed in table 3.1, unmentioned
parameters equal zero for all experiments.
It is clearly seen that the Lagrangian grid and the adaptive grids based on vertical opti-
misation are close to ea others and also close to the linear analytical solution. In contrast
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Figure 3.2: e lower layer velocity in the seie experiment for four different grid types compared
to the analytical solution from (3.45). e upper panel results are for a non-linearity of "=0.2 and the
lower panel for a non-linearity of "=0.1.
to this, the solution with the fixed grid strongly deviates from the other solutions, both, in
period and amplitude.
Figure 3.3 shows layer and density distribution for the fixed grid and the grid adapted to
stratification aer half of a period of oscillation. It can be clearly seen that the result with
the fixed grid is highly diffusive and the solution thus is inaccurate.
In order to prove that the normalised Lagrangian solution (as well as the adaptive-grid
solutions) converges towards the normalised linear analytical solution for ! 0, simulation
results for  = 0:1 are shown for the adaptive grids and the fixed grid in the lower panel
of figure 3.2. e solutions for the adaptive grids are indeed close to the analytical solution
again, whereas the fixed grid solution strongly deviates from it.
3.1.3.2 Multi-basin overflow
A second example showing a reduction of numerical mixing by the adaptive vertical coor-
dinates is a marginal sea overflow scenario as studied intensively already by Burard and
Rennau [2008] in terms of numerical mixing. e bathymetry is a simplified transect through
the Baltic Sea, following the major inflow events discussed in e.g. Feistel et al. [2006]. e
model domain (see figure 3.4) has a horizontal resolution of 2100 m, 40 vertical levels and
is closed at both sides of the horizontal axis. e density field does only depend on salinity
here and a lo-exange type inflow is generated by initialising the salinity to be 25 psu for
x  125 km and 8 psu elsewhere. e induced horizontal pressure gradient forces a dense
boom current over the sills into the subsequent basins (according to the Baltic Sea from le
to right: Arkona Sea, Bornholm Sea, Stolpe Furrow, Gotland Deep). Meteorological forcing
and earth rotation are neglected in the simulation. Figure 3.4 shows the salinity distribution
aer 20 days, when the basins are partially filled and the residual part of the inflow has to
propagate above the already denser water in the basins.
e adaptive coordinates configured by the parameters in table 3.2 help here to reduce the
vertical advection through the layer interfaces by moving the layer interfaces with stratifica-
tion. Aer the basins are partially filled, the overflow will deta from the sea bed and will
entrude into its density horizon. e vertical grid adaption aligns the coordinates along the
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Figure 3.3: e salinity distribution for the fixed grid (upper panel) and the adaptive grid (lower panel)
aer half of a seiing period. e bla lines denote the positions of the layer interfaces.
Figure 3.4: Salinity distribution for the two-dimensional overflow experiment aer 20 days of sim-
ulation. e region within the gray rectangle will be investigated in more detail in figures 3.5 and
3.6.
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hor lag dif iso cN2 cS2 cd dsurf dmin tgrid
0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.3 20 m 0.1 m 3 h
Table 3.2: Parameters for the grid adaption in the multi-basin overflow experiment
isopycnals, thus reducing the density gradient in flow direction.
In figure 3.5 the salinity, horizontal velocity, numerical mixing and physical mixing is
shown for the outflow from the first basin (denoted in figure 3.4) in the simulation for sigma-
coordinates. e overflow is resolved with few vertical layers and numerical mixing occurs
within the overflow. e pycnocline is distorted in the basins due to the boom-following
coordinates and the coarse horizontal resolution. e numerical mixing is highest when
the overflow reaes the denser water in the deeper basin, due to relatively large horizontal
density gradients and horizontal as well as vertical velocities. Significant reduction of nu-
merical mixing is obtained in the simulation with adaption to stratification and application
of all horizontal filters. e important, horizontal filters are the isopycnal tendency and a
small Lagrangian tendency here. e Lagrangian tendency reduces the vertical advection
through the layer interfaces directly, the adaption to stratification will keep the resolution at
the pycnocline and the isopycnal tendency aligns the coordinates along the pycnocline in the
horizontal. Figure 3.6 shows a beer representation of the density field and less numerical
mixing in the overflow for the adaptive grid compared to the -grid. e high, numeri-
cal mixing at the position where the overflow plunges into the denser water in the deeper
basin still occurs as a result of the vertical and horizontal advection in the already adapted
grid. However, the numerical mixing at the slope reduces to a thin band of diffusive and
anti-diffusive fluxes due to the slightly moving density interface.
Burard and Rennau [2008] evaluated the vertical integral of the tracer variance decay
for the physical and the numerical mixing as measure for the influence of model numerics
onto the simulation results. Figure 3.7 shows that adaptive coordinates reduce the amount
of numerical mixing in the simulation by more than 45%. e physical mixing is slightly
increased because of stronger, remaining density gradients with decreased numerical mixing.
In the simulation with the adaptive vertical coordinates, the largest contribution to the overall
mixing is shied from numerically induced to physically induced mixing.
3.1.3.3 Seamount test case
e seamount problem (similar to Bemann and Haidvogel [1993]) is the standard scenario
for evaluating pressure gradient errors in non-aligned vertical coordinate systems (Chu and
Fan [2003],Mellor et al. [1998], Song andWright [1998], Shepetkin andMcWilliams [2003]).
It is a simulation of a horizontally homogeneous stratification in a 5000 m deep ocean with
a Gaussian-shaped seamount of 4500 m height (see Fig. 3.8 for an overview). e domain of
66x66 equidistant grid points and a horizontal resolution of 8 km is closed at the horizontal
boundaries here and no external forcing is applied. e density variations are only depending
on temperature variations here and the initial temperature profile is given by
T (z) = 5 + 15ez/;  H  z  0; (3.47)
where  = 1000 m and H = 5000 m.
e mean kinetic energy of the system
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Figure 3.5: Analysis of effective mixing processed inside the small subdomain in figure 3.4 for the
simulation with a fixed -grid. Panel A: salinity, panel B: horizontal velocity, panel C: numerical
salinity variance decay, panel D: physical variance decay. e physical tracer variance decay has
been interpolated onto the tracer grid, given as coloured polygons.
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Figure 3.6: As figure 3.5 but for the simulation with an adaptive vertical grid.
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Figure 3.7: Horizontal distribution of vertically integrated and temporally averaged numerical salinity
variance decay in the upper panel and physical salinity variance decay in the lower panel. For a
quantitative comparison, the spatially integrated and temporally averaged salinity variance decay is
given as number in the legends.
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Ekin =
1
2V
X
i;j;k

Vi;j;k
 
u2i;j;k + v
2
i;j;k
 (3.48)
is calculated as measure for the pressure gradient error, where Vi;j;k are the grid cell
volumes, where i; j; k denote the grid cell numbering in both horizontal and the vertical di-
rection, ui;j;k and vi;j;k are the cell-mean velocities and V is the total volume of the domain.
e evolution of the mean kinetic energy is then shown for 10 days of a full baroclinic sim-
ulation, as an indirect measure of the pressure gradient error. e simulation period is kept
short in order to have only a small impact by other model teniques as the advection and
turbulent mixing semes. Besides, the grid adaption is expected to reduce the initial error in
the pressure gradient calculation without having a direct influence on reducing the long-term
envolving vorticity error.
Figure 3.8: e initial temperature distribution for the seamount experiment with 20 vertical -layers.
e bla lines denote the layer interfaces. In further plots, the part of the domain denoted by the
gray box is shown.
Different vertical coordinate systems are applied to the system: A -grid, a s-grid with
zooming to the surface and a set of adaptive grids. For the experiments the pressure gradi-
ent formulation (PGF) by Shepetkin and McWilliams [2003] (labelled as ShMcW03 in the
following) is applied, since it is widely used in the ocean modelling community. e sigma
grid experiment is additionally set up with a standard Jacobian PGF (Mellor et al. [1994]) in
order to show differences due to an improved PGF.
For all the grid adaptions, the Lagrangian and isopycnal tendency are swited off, but
filters for layer heights (dif = 0.2) and interface positions (hor = 0.5) are applied. Both
filters allow for a smooth layer interface distribution. A strong filtering of interface positions
is assumed to reduce the pressure gradient errors significantly, but will continuously li the
interface of the boom layers around the seamount. Only a small amount of interface po-
sition filtering is applied to keep realistic vertical resolutions here. e table 3.3 shows the
parameters used for grid adaptions in the seamount experiments.
e adaptive grids are pre-adapted for the first 50 time steps, starting from a sigma grid,
in order to avoid kinetic energy contributions due to an initial movement of the whole grid
towards a balanced, initial layer distribution in terms of the adaption. e pre-adaption
creates a balance of the impacts by the initial density profile and the bathymetry. e initial
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adaption to cN2 cS2 cd dsurf hor dif
only filtered interf. position 0.0 0.0 0.0 200m 0.2 0.5
zooming to surface + filter 0.0 0.0 0.3 200m 0.2 0.5
N2 + filter 0.05 0.0 0.0 200m 0.2 0.5
N2 + zooming + filter 0.05 0.0 0.3 200m 0.2 0.5
N2 + strong zooming + filter 0.05 0.0 0.6 200m 0.2 0.5
Table 3.3: Parameters for the grid adaptions in the seamount experiments
temperature profile is interpolated onto the model grid aerwards, as also done for the sigma
and the zoomed, but fixed grid.
Classical setup Figure 3.9 shows the layer distribution for the different experiments. For
the adaptive grids, the lower layers congregate at the top of the seamount and are released
from the sea bed successively with depth as a result of the filter for interface positions. e
evolution of kinetic energy in figure 3.10 shows a range of 3.5 orders of magnitude. e high-
est kinetic energy is found in the sigma coordinate system with the standard Jacobian PGF.
A decrease of two orders of magnitude is obtained by using the ShMcW03 PGF. By applying
a zooming towards the surface, the kinetic energy is decreased slightly again. e adaptive
grids show a generally but only slightly higher kinetic energy than the sigma coordinate ex-
periment with the same PGF, whi is mainly related to the model reaction at the surface.
e adaption to stratification needs a strong zooming towards the surface to keep resolution
at the surface. e vertical optimisation is limited here because there are not enough layer
interfaces close to the surface for the initial sigma grid. A good adaptive grid with even less
kinetic energy aer 10 days of simulation is created by just a zooming towards the surface
and the horizontal filtering. e resolution is higher at the surface but still sufficient in the
deeper parts of the ocean compared to the adaption to stratification. Compared to the fixed,
zoomed grid, the filtering in the adjusted the layer interfaces horizontally, whi turns out
to be beneficial. In the classical setup, strong pressure gradient errors occur in the surface
layer. Although the layer interfaces are not as steep as next to the seamount, the implied
along-layer density gradient is strong, due to the exponential temperature profile. A strong
vertical density gradient exists by definition in the surface layer, whi is not resolved by the
model grid.
Mixed-layer setup e standard seamount experiment showed that zoomed, but fixed
grids have good performance without the grid adaption overhead, if the region of interest is
located at the surface or the boom. A second experiment with an expanded mixed layer will
show the advantages of the grid adaption in su a scenario. e mixed layer is extended to
the upper 450 m in the domain in the second experiment. e grid adaption will include now
alignment of the grid layers with the thermocline, whi cannot be aieved with a zooming
to the surface only. Figure 3.11 shows the same experiments as for the standard setup but
with a mixed-layer initial temperature profile. Without including a zooming towards the
surface for the adaptive grids, the mixed layer is resolved with very few grid layers only.
is does not constrain the density profile by the layer distribution, but the grid is pathologic
in terms of realistic ocean modelling, when air-sea interactions are expected.
In the temporal evolution of the kinetic energy in figure 3.12, higher kinetic energies can
be found due to the pressure gradient error by sloping coordinates at the pycnocline. e
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Figure 3.9: e layer distribution (bla lines) and the temperature (grayscale) for the different vertical
discretisations in the classical seamount experiment.
advantage by zooming towards the surface is insignificant in terms of kinetic energy evo-
lution for the fixed grids. e kinetic energies are still reduced by one order of magnitude
with applying a higher-order pressure gradient seme compared to the standard Jacobian
seme. By applying the grid adaption, a reduction of kinetic energy by again up to almost
one order of magnitude can be found. e pure horizontal filtering again induces less kinetic
energy than the fixed grids, but the adaption to stratification in addition with the zooming
towards the surface is most beneficial here. In the scenario, where a pure zooming to the
surface cannot improve the pressure gradient calculation, the adaptive vertical grids show
an improvement compared to fixed grids, when adapting the coordinates to stratification.
e horizontal filtering is then used as control on the regularity of the grid. Additionally, the
resolution at the pycnocline is improved su that all the physical processes at the pycnocline
will also benefit in realistic simulations.
3.1.3.4 Coastal upwelling
A last experiment shows the interaction of different processes and the performance of ver-
tically adaptive coordinates in a full-physics scenario. e model domain is an infinitely
long annel of parabolic shape and initialised with a horizontally homogeneous tempera-
ture stratification. Figure 3.13 shows the temperature distribution for a cross annel slice.
At a latitude of 55 oN, a wind stress of 0.2 Pa (constant in space and time) in along annel
direction is applied at the surface, whi causes upwelling at the le hand side of the shown
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Figure 3.10: e temporal evolution of mean kinetic energy for the different vertical discretisations in
the classical seamount experiment.
grid no. hor lag dif iso cN2 cS2 cd dmin tgrid
A) 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.05 m 1 h
B) 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.05 m 2 h
C) 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.05 m 2 h
Table 3.4: Parameters for the grid adaptions in the upwelling experiments
annel slice.
For having an infinite long annel, the model is configured to simulate a minimal set of
two tracer and two velocity points in along-annel direction and periodic boundary condi-
tions connecting the down- and up-stream side of the domain. e grid adaption is expected
to resolve the temperature stratification well and follows the vertical displacement of the
pycnocline. On the other hand, resolution should not be lost at the surface, when the wind-
induced surface shear has to be resolved as long as the wind is active. e main goal is to
increase the resolution at the pycnocline as well as at the surface su that the numerical
mixing is reduced. In the adaptive grid mode, a pre-adaption of the layers to the initial con-
dition of 50 iteration steps was applied. e three discussed adaptive grids are A) adaptive to
shear and stratification with a grid timescale of 1 h, B) like A), but with a grid timescale of
2 h C) adaptive to shear only with a grid time-scale of 2 h, with the parameters as listed in
table 3.4
In figure 3.14, the mean numerical and physical tracer variance decay are shown for dif-
ferent vertical discretisations. e temperature distribution looks similar for the different
vertical discretisations, so that the evaluation of the numerical mixing shows the real advan-
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Figure 3.11: e layer distribution (bla lines) and the temperature (grayscale) for the different ver-
tical discretisations in the extended mixed layer seamount experiment.
tages regarding long integration periods for realistic simulations.
Most of the curves of the numerical mixing show a aracteristic profile as denoted with
a)-d) in figure 3.14. In addition, the vertical profiles of the temperature in the centre of the
annel are shown with the cross-annel resolution in figure 3.16. e adaptive grid shows
a very similar vertical profile, meaning the same physics, as the simulation with the fixed
grid.:
a) During the first 3 hours, the currents due to the onset of wind are developing without
generating strong across-annel flow near the bed. e numerical mixing remains
weak in that period. e adaptive grids are further zooming towards a balanced state
of grid adaption for the initial density distribution. e used third-order TVD seme
even enhances the gradients by numerical un-mixing with gaining resolution at the
pycnocline. e anti-diffusive part of the advection seme (depending on the oice
of the limiter) is adding up to a global un-mixing for a short period at the beginning of
the simulation. At the same time, numerical mixing started with the zooming of the
layers towards the wind induced shear region near the surface. e integrated effect of
the initial layer redistribution is adding up ba to zero aer 3-4 hours of simulation and
can further be compared with the fixed grid simulations. Also Burard and Rennau
[2008] found that TVD semes can increase the integrated tracer variance.
b) When the cross-annel currents are developing due to rotation and the upwelling is
starting, then the dense water is advected in along-layer direction in the near bed
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Figure 3.12: e temporal evolution of mean kinetic energy for the different vertical discretisations in
the extended mixed layer seamount experiment.
layers. is causes a huge amount of the overall numerical mixing and cannot be
decreased by the usage of adaptive vertical grids.
c) Aer 12 hours, when geostrophical adjustment is almost established (note that the iner-
tial period is 14.6 h), the upwelling builds an internal pressure gradient balancing the
barotropic pressure gradient and mainly turbulent mixing takes place, see times 12.5 h
and 15 h in figure 3.15. e numerical mixing is very low during the physical mixing
process, thus the temporal mean is decreased slightly.
d) Aer 17 hours, the mixing and re-circulation on the shallow, le-hand side of the annel
reduces the internal pressure gradient and forces a further movement of dense water
with strong vertical component. e numerical mixing increases again for the fixed
grid, whereas the grid-adaption follows the vertical movement and additional, signif-
icant numerical mixing is avoided. e double resolution, fixed grid also shows only
a very small amount of additional numerical mixing.
e fixed grid in double vertical resolution reduces the mean numerical mixing for the
shown period by 25%. With grid adaption at the lower vertical resolution, the numerical
mixing is another 10% less than for the double vertical resolution. In figure 3.14, also the
grid adaption to only current shear is shown partially. e resulting grid (not shown) looks
promising, because the shear mostly occurs also at pycnoclines. But the grid adaption is mov-
ing the layer interfaces through the pycnocline at the beginning of the simulation, where only
the surface shear is target of the vertical grid adaption. e numerical mixing does not de-
stroy the pycnocline completely in this case, but for realistic applications with a multiple on-
and off-set of wind events, a baground stratification might be mixed up for long integration
periods.
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Figure 3.13: Cross-annel slice in the coastal upwelling experiment, showing the initial temperature
distribution for 50 -layers.
Additionally to the numerical mixing, the mean physical mixing is evaluated for the dif-
ferent grids. All the curves show a similar evolution and are levelling out at about 97% of the
overall mixing for the whole model domain. e differences due to the different vertical grids
for the physical mixing are mu higher than for the numerical mixing. Here, the model grid
is determining the performance of the mixing seme su that even less physical mixing is
found for the adaptive grids. In spite of the la of an analytical or observed solution, the
result is still remarkable since the difference between the fixed and the adaptive grids grows
when the density interface is displaced.
e coastal upwelling experiment shows the performance of the grid adaption in a full
physics simulation. e integration time of 24 hours is short, but the analysis of the numer-
ical mixing shows that the grid adaption reduces the numerical mixing even more than the
doubling of the vertical resolution. e simulated physical scenario is not anged signifi-
cantly by the grid adaption, but the resolution at the pycnocline is higher than for the fixed
grid and the grid is following the stratification. is supports a good representation of the
physical processes in the model su as mixing in a stratified regime and advection along
isopycnals.
3.1.4 Summarising the adaptive vertical coordinates method
Amethod for using non-uniform adaptive vertical grids is presented here. It is easy to imple-
ment the tenique into other ocean models than GETM, even for models with unstructured
grids. In the laer case, it should be possible to combine horizontal and vertical grid adap-
tion. All other model teniques su as advection, pressure gradient or turbulence closure
semes are not affected by the grid method. e computational overhead is 30-40% in aver-
age as calculated frommodel run time and refers to a compilation with standard optimisation
seings running on a standard Linux PC. is is computationally less expensive than dou-
bling vertical resolution of fixed coordinates and still reduces numerical discretisation errors
more effectively.
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Figure 3.14: e cross-sectionally integrated, numerical (upper panel) and physical (lower panel) tracer
variance decay averaged over time for different vertical discretisations for the upwelling experiment.
e labels a)-d) denote aracteristic periods, whi are discussed in the text.
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Figure 3.15: Cross-annel slices in the coastal upwelling experiment, showing the temperature dis-
tribution for 50 vertical layers and the best grid adaption in terms of the numerical mixing.
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Figure 3.16: e vertical temperature profile for the deepest point in the annel is shown for the
adaptive and fixed grid together with two vertical lines denoting the vertical positions of tracer points
in the water column. e temperature axis is valid for the 1h profile, ea further profile is shied by
0.5 oC per profile.
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It is shown that adaptive vertical grids are reducing the numerical mixing substantially for
a set of idealised examples with respect to know problems in oceanmodelling su as internal
seiing in stratified basins or dense overflows. e physically-motivated tracer mixing in
the model can be enhanced by a reduced numerical tracer variance decay. Generally, the
numerical mixing is reducing the performance of the turbulent mixing semes, whi have
been carefully calibrated by means of theoretical considerations, and field and laboratory
data.
Further, one example shows that the pressure gradient error can be considerably reduced
by the adaptive grid method. ere is evidence that these benefits will reduce uncertainties
in model results of stratified seas, whi has to be shown for realistic cases in the future.
e optimal parameters controlling the grid adaption are varying depending on the sce-
nario in the experiments shown here. is is due to the different horizontal and temporal
scales in the experiments. It turns out to be beneficial to use mainly the grid adaption to strat-
ification and the horizontal filter of grid layer heights. In dynamically active cases, a shorter
timescale and Lagrangian tendency for the grid adaption are additionally advantageous in
order to decrease the numerical mixing.
e parameter space for improvements of model results needs to be further explored by
carrying out tests in realistic applications. e potential of the adaptive grid method is to
provide new ways to improve model results for simulations where fixed (boom-fied) co-
ordinates give only insufficient results. Umlauf et al. [2010] applied the presented grid adap-
tion method presented here to strongly stratified shear flow in order to approa isopycnal
coordinates in these parts of the model domain. ere, non-isopycnally aligned coordinates
give intolerable discretisation errors due to an aliasing between isopycnals and grid lines. For
simulations with long integration periods, reduced numerical mixing due to adaptive grids
helps to preserve the stratification near steep slopes.
e modeller’s knowledge of the expected regimes in the simulation can be used for con-
trolling the grid adaption. A anging regime su as a seasonally moving thermocline or
substantial tracer variation due to fluxes through open boundaries results in a dynamical
re-distribution of the grid towards the specified optimisation of the vertical resolution.
3.2 Evaluating the internal pressure gradient (PG) calculation
e internal pressure gradient (PG) calculation in non-isopycnal models underlies discretisa-
tion erros due to the resolution of the density distribution in the discrete, three-dimensional
model grid. In isopycnal models, the simulated density distribution is defined by the discreti-
sation su that any internal pressure gradient error can exist in these models¹.
Within GETM, several PG semes can be tested in the same numerical environment. In
the present section, an overview of the PG calculation of different calculation methods is
given. e impacts on the simulation of stratified coastal seas (as e.g. the Baltic Sea or the
Bla Sea) will be estimated from idealised experiments, here.
In the algorithm suggested in Stelling and van Kester [1994] (SvK), the horizontal gradient
of buoyancy is calculatedwith defining non-sloping control volumes of the number of vertical
layers in ea water column and evaluating the horizontal gradients at the intersections of
neighbouring control volumes. For ea intersection, the buoyancy gradient is evaluated by
linear interpolation of the buoyancy profile in the neighbour column at the T-depth of ea
¹Due to the density-class-wise resolution, isopycnal models have to deal with discretisation errors due to small
scale diapycnal fluxes and instable stratification.
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adjacent cell for both directions. e minimum of the buoyancy gradient for both directions
is used then for the internal pressure calculation if both gradients have an equal sign. If both
gradients point inconsistently in different directions, the buoyancy gradient in an intersection
does not contribute to the internal pressure (as expected for violated hydrostatic consistency
and strong stratification). Alternatively, Slørdal [1997] proposed to take the mean value of
both buoyancy gradients instead of the minimum and reported about a beer performance
of the internal PG-calculation in idealised cases.
Shepetkin and McWilliams [2003] categorised the second-order density-Jacobian meth-
ods for calculating the buoyancy gradient in the numerical grid before the vertical integration
over the upper water column into a standard Jacobian (SJ) method (as proposed by Blumberg
and Mellor [1987], Mellor et al. [1994]) and a weighted Jacobian method (as proposed by
Song [1998]). ese second-order methods for calculating the PG-gradient are common in
coastal ocean modelling and computational less expensive than higher-order methods. In
GETM, both second-order methods are implemented; for the comparisons in the present the-
sis, the standard Jacobian (SJ) method will be used as well-known, but uncertainty-prone
reference in the coastal ocean modelling community. A widely used method for calculating
the internal PG force is proposed in Shepetkin and McWilliams [2003] (ShMcW), who use
a fourth-order approximation of the buoyancy distribution by monotone, cubic polynomals.
Shepetkin and McWilliams [2003] also provided a promising analysis of results in idealised
simulations with their proposed PG seme.
A common type of model experiment for estimating the PG errors is to evaluate currents
and kinetic energy for homogeneous stratification over variable bathymetry (Chu and Fan
[2003], Mellor et al. [1998], Song and Wright [1998], Shepetkin and McWilliams [2003]).
e kinetic energy aer a reasonable simulation period is taken as measure for the strength
of the pressure gradient errors. e contribution of the PG errors to density mixing is so far
not well estimated. If the PG errors contribute largely to density mixing, then the resulting
kinetic energy as used indicator may be limited since the potential for an errorneous PG
acceleration is reduced. Especially in stratified coastal seas, mixing at pycnoclines possibly
due to PG errors determines (and possibly misdetermines) the vertical transport of nutrients
and oxygen as being crucial for describing the marine ecosystem.
For the simulation of the Baltic Sea (as presented in apter 4), the internal PG has to be
reduced su that the stratification is maintained and the dense boom currents are accel-
erated realistically. Two idealised simulations are presented below in order to estimate the
performance of pressure gradient errors in stratified regimes as found in the Baltic Sea.
3.2.1 Idealised Simulation of a sloping pycnocline
e internal PG calculation method from Stelling and van Kester [1994] will by definition
underestimate the hydrostatic pressure below pycnoclines. For the simulations of dense bot-
tom currents, an underestimation of the internal pressure gradient will result in a reduced
speed of the gravity current. In the present experiment, the pressure gradient errors for a
sloping pycnocline over continuously sloping boom is evaluated for two different orien-
tations of the pycnocline slope, sigma coordinates and adaptive vertical coordinates and a
vertical ange of salinity of 5 g/kg over a distance of 3 m and in a second set of experiments
a distance of 10 m. For a used constant temperature of 0 C, the salinity jump is equiva-
lent to a density jump of 3.9 kg/m3. As measured by Umlauf et al. [2007], natural vertical
gradients in the Baltic Sea can be even stronger than the present cases. In fig. 3.17, the salin-
ity and layer distribution and the corresponding acceleration for different pressure gradient
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semes is shown for different vertical coordinate systems and different pycnocline slope ori-
entations. e simulations with the adaptive coordinates do not contain the full adaptation,
but a pre-adaptation with 200 iterations towards the vertical density gradient, the distance to
boom and surface and the horizontal filters for layer thinesses and layer interface posi-
tions. Table 3.5 lists the used parameters for the grid adaptation. Since qualitative trends in
the resulting acceleration should be evaluated here, the grid adaptation is set stronger than
typically used in more realistic simulations. e implementation of the grid adaptation in
the setup with a permanently sloping boom does not allow for an isopycnal layer distribu-
tion here. e accelerations due to the pressure gradient are compared with the analytical
solution in fig. 3.17, therefore a fully baroclinic simulation using the full grid adaptation is
not possible.
hor lag dif iso cN2 cS2 cd dsurf dmin tgrid
0.2 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.4 10 m 0.2 m 0.5 h
Table 3.5: Parameters for the grid adaptions in the sloping pycnocline experiments
As expected, the SvK method is underestimating the boom acceleration of the density
field, whi is not seen for the other PG methods. In the interface, all the different PG meth-
ods show discretisation problems as already indicated in the salinity distribution above. Due
to the discretisation, the along-layer salinity distribution is not smooth in the model grid. For
similar isopycnal and boom slopes, the acceleration around the density interface widenes up
from 3 m to 6m for the SJ and ShMcW methods and even up to 10m for the SvK method. For
a pycnocline sloping oppositely to the boom, the SJ and ShMcW methods show overshoots
of the acceleration above and below the density interface. Although the ShMcW method
uses a higher-order seme, the result is qualitatively the same and quantitatively similar to
the SJ method. e SvK method is not showing an overshooting acceleration but is again
underestimating the acceleration at the boom. e overshoots as seen for the oppositely
sloping pycnocline are accelerating an additional shear at the pycnocline, whi will artifi-
cially enhance the mixing of the pycnocline (see in more detail below). e use of adaptive
coordinates is improving the performance of the SvK seme for both orientations of the py-
cnocline. e overshoots for the oppositely sloping pycnocline are reduced significantly by
the grid adaptation when using the SJ and ShMcW methods. All the different methods tend
to converge against a common solution for the acceleration in the adapted discretisation.
e results for a wider interface in fig. 3.18 shows that for all pressure gradient semes, the
acceleration in the discrete model grid tends to be closer to the analytical solution and closer
to ea other. Again the SvKmethod underestimates the PG acceleration at the boom. Some
qualitative differences can be found for opposite slopes of the pycnocline and the boom:
e overshoots of the SJ and ShMcW seme are strongly reduced, whi results in 50%
stronger PG acceleration overshoot for the SJ seme compared to the ShMcW seme in
panel C. Hence, the estimation of the PG error and the performance ranking of PG semes
is depending on the strength of the vertical density gradient (as found already in section
3.1.3.3 for the seamount experiments). Finally, panel D shows a convergence of the results of
all the different PG semes towards the analytical solution for the adaptive vertical grids.
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Figure 3.17: e salinity and layer distribution with a 3 m density interface and the correspond-
ing acceleration for different pressure gradient semes is shown for sigma coordinates (A,C) and
adaptive coordinates (B,D). e isopycnal slope is oriented as the boom slope for panels A and B
and is oppositely oriented than the boom slope for panels C and D. e lines in the corresponding,
lower panels shows the PG acceleration from the analytical theory and for different PG semes: SvK
method as proposed by Stelling and van Kester [1994], ShMcW method as proposed by Shepetkin
and McWilliams [2003] and SJ method for the standard Jacobian (Blumberg and Mellor [1987])
.
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Figure 3.18: similar as fig. 3.17, but for a 10 m density interface
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hor lag dif iso cN2 cS2 cd dsurf dmin tgrid
0.5 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.6 20 m 0.2 m 1 h
Table 3.6: Parameters for the grid adaptions in the idealised Gotland Basin experiment
3.2.2 PG errors during stagnation in an idealised Gotland Basin
A second simulation will evaluate the errorneous PG acceleration for horizontally homo-
geneous stratification in a partially realistic regime. e setup uses the bathymetry of the
Gotland Basin in the Baltic Sea (see fig. 3.19), enclosed artificially at the borders of the model
domain. e horizontal resolution is 1 nautical mile and the model resolves the domain ver-
tically by 50 vertical layers, the same resolution as used in apter 4 for the high-resolution,
realistic hindcast simulation. In one of the experiments, pre-adapted vertical coordinates (50
iterations in the pre-adaptation) with the parameters as listed in table 3.6 are used. A cli-
matological mean salinity profile is interpolated onto ea water column, whi results in
a horizontally homogeneous density distribution for a used constant temperature of 10 C.
Analytically, no acceleration is expected for a homogeneous density distribution without ex-
ternal forcing, but due to discretisation errors, currents will be accelerated where the steep
vertical layer interfaces are crossing the pycnocline.
Figure 3.19: Location and bathymetry of the idealised Gotland basin model.
Fig. 3.20 shows the salinity distribution and the PG acceleration due to PG errors in the
idealised Gotland Basin. Similar to the sloping pycnocline experiments above, the SJ and
ShMcW PG semes are forcing a shear flow at the pycnocline. e ShMcW seme performs
quantitatively beer than the SJ seme although both semes show the same qualitative
result. Additionally, the stronger accelerations are directed with the along-layer salinity gra-
dient, whi increases the potential for numerical mixing at the pycnocline. e results using
the SvK seme are not shown here, since the PG accelerations are one order of magnitude
less than for the SJ and ShMcW seme. Using adaptive vertical coordinates reduces the
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pressure gradient errors as found consistently in the studies presented above. Again simi-
lar to the sloping pycnocline experiments, the shear flow acceleration is almost vanished for
a beer representation of the density field in the adapted grid. e stronger accelerations
in the regions, where the pycnocline reaes the boom cannot be reduced by the adaptive
coordinates, since the boom layer slope is always fied to the boom slope.
e numerical mixing and turbulent mixing can be evaluated as vertically integrated tracer
variance decay using the definitions (3.36) and (3.35). e vertically integrated numerical
tracer variance decay num is calculated here as
num =
NX
k=1
hkD
num
k ; (3.49)
where k denotes the index over the N vertical layers with the layer heights hk within the
water column. e vertically integrated turbulent tracer variance decay phys is calculated
as
phys =
Z 
 H
Dphysdz: (3.50)
In the upper two panels in fig. 3.21, the numerical and turbulent mixing are ploed on a
log scale as mean values over the first inertial period. e numerical mixing due to the accel-
eration of the density field by PG errors is 2-3 orders of magnitude larger than the induced
turbulent mixing due to the increased shear at the pycnocline. However, the turbulent mixing
shows a signature along the steep slopes, whi contributes to the erosion of the pycnocline.
e lower panel in fig. 3.21 shows the maximum magnitude of the velocity in ea water
column aer one initial period of simulation. e currents induced by the PG errors rea
values of up to 10 cm/s. During stagnation periods, the baground circulation is measured
to be less than 6 cm/s (Hagen and Feistel [2004], hence the numerically induced currents are
of the same order of magnitude as the realistic circulation or even larger.
3.2.3 Conclusion on internal PG errors
As found in the idealised experiments above, the internal PG-errors are impacting the coastal
ocean simulation in three different ways:
artificial currents: For steep slopes and strong vertical density gradients, the accelerated
artificial currents by the internal PG calculation can rea the magnitude of natural
currents in non-tidal seas su as the Baltic Sea.
numerical mixing: e accelerated current is directed along a strong along-layer density
gradient (see Fig. 3.20). Hence, strong numerical mixing is induced at the steep slopes
not only due to upwelling dynamics but also due to PG errors.
induced, artificial turbulent mixing: e induced currents also induce an additional ver-
tical shear at the pycnocline. e resulting turbulence is partially suppressed by the
stratification. However, even a small turbulent diffusivity can produce a permanent
erosion of the stratification.
Supporting the findings in section 3.1, the adaptive vertical coordinates improve the rep-
resentation of the density field in the discrete model grid and reduce the pressure gradient
errors significantly. Additionally, an adapted vertical discretisation shows a convergence of
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Figure 3.20: e acceleration due to the internal pressure gradient for a transect through the Gotland
basin as shown in figure 3.19 for the SJ seme (upper panel), the ShMcW seme (middle panel), and
the ShMcW seme in an adapted grid (lower panel).
different PG semes towards the real acceleration due to the internal PG. It is expected here,
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that for the realistic hindcast study in the next apter, the adaptive vertical coordinates will
reduce the artificial mixing of the permanent stratification in the Baltic Sea. e idealised
studies give evidence that the simulation of the deeper basins in the central Baltic Sea with
sigma coordinates is subject to strong artificial tracer mixing.
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Figure 3.21: e vertically integrated numerical salinity variance decay (upper panel, temporal mean
over the first inertial period), the vertically integrated turbulent salinity variance decay (middle panel,
temporal mean over the first inertial period) and the maximum magnitude of the velocity vectors for
ea water column aer one initial period (lower panel) for the simulation of horizontally homoge-
neous stratification in an idealised Gotland Basin.
4 Realistic modelling of inflows into the
Baltic Sea
e aim of the present study is to apply the adaptive vertical coordinate method for realistic
modelling of the major Baltic inflows in 2003 and evaluate the performance for two different
horizontal resolutions against simulations with fixed sigma coordinates. Similar to Rennau
and Burard [2009], we want to compare physically-induced and numerical mixing, also
in order to identify the mixing hotspots in the Baltic Sea. From the realistic simulations, as
evaluated below, the hydrography of the major inflows in 2003 is presented. It is shown that
the complex transverse dynamics of annelled gravity currents (as observed by Paka et al.
[1998] for the Stolpe Furrow, by Umlauf et al. [2007] for the Arkona Sea and by Reissmann
et al. [2009] for the Bornholm annel) is poorly resolved by fixed sigma-coordinates, in
contrast to simulations with proper oices for vertically adaptive grids (see Umlauf et al.
[2010]). A realistic scenario of gravity currents in annelised bathymetry is presented in the
manuscript, whi supports the findings for an idealised scenario from Umlauf et al. [2010].
4.1 Methodology
e experiments in this study are undertaken with the three-dimensional numerical model
GETM (General Estuarine Transport Model, see Burard and Bolding [2002]). e model
is equipped with state of the art numerical semes for tracer and momentum advection
and the internal pressure gradients. It is important for the present study that the model has
the recently developed adaptive vertical coordinate method (Burard and Beers [2004],
Hofmeister et al. [2010b]) implemented together with the tracer mixing analysis method as
proposed in Burard and Rennau [2008]. For the Baltic Sea application we use the k-" tur-
bulence model with a steady-state Riardson number of 0.25 (Umlauf and Burard [2005])
coupled to the second moment closure suggested in Cheng et al. [2002]. In the case of the
higher resolution studies, it turned out that the simulation with adaptive coordinates showed
a la of mixing in the deep parts of the central Baltic Sea, whi can be easily explained
by non-parameterised internal mixing processes due to e.g. internal waves, eddies (Reiss-
mann et al. [2009]) or possibly double-diffusive mixing (Wieczorek et al. [2008]). As a simple
parametrisation, we applied a baground turbulent kinetic energy level of 10 6 m2/s2 in the
k-"-model together with limiting the turbulent length scale by the stratification (seeGalperin
et al. [1988] and Umlauf and Burard [2005] for details). e parametrisation feeds ba
into the turbulent diffusivity as a non-constant contribution depending on stratification (ad-
vocated in Lass et al. [2003] for analysing measurements and similarly used byMeier [2007]
in Baltic Sea modelling). e used parametrisation leads to a vertical tracer diffusivity in the
deep water of the Baltic Sea of about 7 10 6 m2/s, whi is in accordance with estimations
from measurements (Mahäus [1990], Axell [1998], Lass et al. [2003]).
One of the aims of the present study is to reproduce the dynamics of the major Baltic
inflows reaing the deep basins. For that reason, the year 2003 is osen since two well
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Figure 4.1: A map of the Baltic Sea including the bathymetry (for illustration purposes, the depth scale
is clipped at 240 m) and the coastlines of the Belt Sea inserted as small map.
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observed major inflows occurred (Feistel et al. [2004]): a major cold inflow starting in the
first half of 2003 and a major warm inflow in the second half of 2003. e simulation period
is extended towards September 2002 to spinup the model.
Two basic model setups are used here, one using 2 NM (nautical miles,  = 1/30,
 = 1/15) horizontal resolution and one using 1 NM ( = 1/60,  = 1/30)
horizontal resolution, whi barely resolves the baroclinic Rossby Radius in the central Baltic
Sea (Fennel et al. [1991]) in both cases. 50 terrain-following, vertical layers are used in both
setups, whi resolves the Arkona Basin with 1 m, the Bornholm Basin with 2 m and the
Gotland Basin with 5 m in the vertical for an equidistant layer distribution. e bathymetry
is based on the data from Seifert and Kayser [1995], where structures are filtered with a
Gaussian filter and deep slopes are slightly reduced by the method suggested in Martinho
and Baeen [2006]. e meteorological forcing is taken from the German Weather Service
forecasting models in 7 km resolution for the Western Baltic and 50 km resolution for the
rest. e high spatial resolution of the meteorological forcing, especially the wind forcing in
the area of the Danish Straits, showed to give realistic results for the Western Baltic sea in
the study of Burard et al. [2009]. As initial conditions, temperature and salinity fields are
interpolated from a climatology. e open boundary is placed in the Kaegat (see figure 4.1)
and is forced with climatological data for salinity and temperature and a linear interpolation
of the measured gauges in Ringhals (east coast of the Kaegat) and Frederikshavn (west coast
of the Kaegat) for the sea surface elevation.
e fixed grid simulations are carried out with equidistant heights for the vertical layers in
ea water column, known as sigma coordinates. For the adaptive grid simulation, a combi-
nation of zooming towards stratification, towards boom and surface and horizontal filtering
of interface positions and interface heights is used. A complete list of parameters used for
the adaptation is listed in table 4.1. Hofmeister et al. [2010b] showed for idealised cases that
the combination of zooming towards stratification and horizontal filtering allows already for
a coordinate distribution, whi can reduce the numerical mixing by zooming towards the
vertical density gradients and aligning with the isopycnals. e isopycnal aligning worked
out su that an additional isopycnal tendency was swited off here for a reduction of the
computation effort. Also, zooming is applied in the lower 20m of the water column in order
to keep some resolution close to the boom although not required for the resolution of the
vertical density gradients. e horizontal filter for the layer heights is most important for
the regularity of the grid; an additional filter of vertical positions reduces additionally the
layers’ slope for the reduction of numerical errors. e grid adaptivity is adjusted to be slow
in terms of fluctuations within a few hours as expected from the forcing fields or the onset
of turbulence.
e main strategy here is to compare simulations of major inflows into the Baltic Sea
with different vertical model grids in terms of verification and mixing. Some aspects of the
major, cold inflow in 2003 are investigated for the higher resolution simulation with adaptive
coordinates, since it is well resolving the processes associated with the inflow.
4.2 Verification and comparison of different model techniques
e verification concentrates on sea levels and salinities in the western and central Baltic
Sea, since the focus of the present study is the hind-cast of the major inflows in 2003. It is
essential for the study that the major, cold inflow in the first half of 2003 reaes the Gotland
Basin in about the same time and intensity as observed.
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hor lag dif iso cN2 cS2 cd dsurf dmin tgrid
0.2 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.3 20 m 0.2 m 6 h
Table 4.1: Parameters for the grid adaptation as defined in Hofmeister et al. [2010b] in the Baltic Sea
simulations.
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Figure 4.2: Time series of sea surface height in Landsort (top) and the boom salinity at the Darss Sill
(middle) and the Arkona station (boom) for measurements and simulations with different vertical
model grids, including the rms deviations between measurements and model results.
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e gauge in Landsort as ploed in Fig. 4.2 for the simulations and measurements for the
adaptive coordinates simulations, representative also for the barotropic mode of the fixed
grid simulations, shows that the simulations are able to reproduce the filling state of the
Baltic Sea. In the same figure, the near-boom salinity time series are given for the Darss
Sill and the Arkona station, both located in the western Baltic Sea. Although a horizontal
resolution of 2 NM and even 1 NM is still not resolving all the bathymetric features in the
Danish Straits, the time series show the major events of the measurements also in the simu-
lation. Especially for the Darss Sill boom salinity, the simulation with adaptive coordinates
and 2 NM resolution is able to capture the salinity conditions western of the entrance to the
Arkona Basin similarly as the simulation with fixed coordinates and a doubled horizontal
resolution (see e.g. 15 Nov - 20 Dec 2002, and the months Feb-May 2003). e simulated
boom salinity in the Arkona Basin in the simulations are representing the stronger inflow
events in November 2002, January and August 2003, whi will propagate into the central
Baltic Sea as known from the measurements reported by Feistel et al. [2004]. In Mar 2003,
the boom salinities are underestimated by all model simulations, whi is probably a reac-
tion of the simulated inflow-outflow aracteristic to the applied forcing, su as mean river
inflow and wind forcing in the still coarsely resolved Danish Straits. Also for the Arkona
Station, the coarser resolution results for the adaptive coordinates are partially close to the
higher resolution results with fixed coordinates (January to June 2003). e adaptive coordi-
nates simulation in 1 NM horizontal resolution is generally overstimating the boom salinity
at the Darss Sill station for the same bathymetric setup of the Belt Sea as necessary for a real-
istic sigma coordinates simulation. Also at the Arkona station, there is the period from end of
June to end of July 2003, and the second half of December 2003, where the higher resolution
simulation overstimates the boom salinity. Besides these periods increasing the rms differ-
ence to measurements, the events and variation in 2003 are reproduced in more detail than
the fixed grid simulations. e results are suggesting that the bathymetry approximation in
the model grid has to be done differently for different oices of terrain-following coordinate
distributions.
In Fig. 4.3, time series of the vertical profile in the Gotland Deep are shown for the simu-
lations and a few vertical profile measurements available in 2003 from monitoring measure-
ments. e temporal interpolation of the measured profiles gives only an incomplete picture
of the reality, nevertheless the major inflow in early 2003 is measured to arrive in Mar
to May 2003. Measurements in July and October 2003 indicate that the salinity isolines are
shied further upward due to a following inflow activity from the filled Bornholm Basin and
Gdansk Basin. e simulation results of the fixed grid simulations in the coarser horizontal
resolution show an inflow in May 2003, but a downward shied 12 g/kg isoline in the sec-
ond half of 2003. e simulations using the adaptive grids in coarser horizontal resolution
show an about 1 g/kg stronger inflow in May 2003 and the upward shied salinity isolines
due to inflow activity in the second half of 2003. In the higher resolution studies using the
internal mixing parameterisation, the stratification obtained with the fixed grid is strongly
diffused and does not show any clear inflow signal. In contrast to the fixed grid simulation,
the adaptive grid simulation shows a stronger and therefore earlier inflow inMar 2003. e
results suggest that even with an internal mixing parameterisation, the horizontally higher
resolved simulations with adaptive coordinates seem to la entrainment of the inflows in
the central Baltic Sea. A closer look onto the hydrography of the inflows (see section 4.3) will
clarify that the inflows are beer resolved in terms of the physical processes for the adaptive
grids. As presented below in more detail, the reduced numerical mixing and pressure gradi-
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ent errors result in an overall reduced mixing in the deep Baltic Sea. Although the adaptive
grid results for the 2 NM horizontal resolution are quantitatively beer, the 1 NM resolution
simulation is open for an additional implementation of physically justified processes, whi
are not yet fully included into the model. Also a reduced bathymetry smoothing could result
in a higher entrainment rate during the inflow into the central Baltic Sea. Still, in oder to
compare the different grid teniques, the same bathymetry is used for the fixed and adaptive
grid simulations.
For a realistic, numerical representation of the physics during the Baltic inflow periods,
the amount of uncertain and artificial contributions in the numerical model, su as internal
pressure gradient errors or spurious mixing have to be reduced. Hofmeister et al. [2010b]
showed for an idealised case that using a high-order pressure gradient seme and using a
vertical grid adaptation to the vertical density gradients, internal pressure gradient errors can
be reduced substantially. In contrast to the internal pressure gradient errors, whi cannot be
estimated profoundly in a realistic simulation, the spurious mixing can be calculated exactly
using the tenique by Burard and Rennau [2008]. e numerical mixing is calculated here
as vertically integrated salinity variance decay due to the discretisation of the 3D-advection
for an arbitrary vertical discretisation using N model layers in ea position in the model
domain. e model layer heights hk, k = 1; : : : ; N , are calculated as the distance between
the vertical model layer interface positions zk 1 and zk with
 H = z0 < z1 <    < zN 1 < zN =  (4.1)
covering the water column from mean depth H to the sea surface  su that the water
depth
D = H +  =
NX
k=1
hk: (4.2)
It should be noted here that for sigma coordinates, the layer heights hk are constant over
depth for a single water column, varying in time only with the water depth, whereas the
layer heights for the adaptive coordinates are varying in time depending on the adaptation
meanism (see Hofmeister et al. [2010b] for details) even for constant water depths. e
vertically integrated tracer variance decay due to numerical mixing, num for a certain water
column i at a certain time step number n+ 1 writes as
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where s denotes a tracer concentration here, t is the time step used for the advection
step and A f:::gi;k is the tracer concentration resulting from a pure 3D advection step. e
tracer variance decay by physical mixing phys is estimated by the decay term in the budget
equation for the square of the mean tracer concentration s due to turbulent diffusion as
described in Burard and Rennau [2008]:
phys =
Z 
 H
2Kv (@zs)
2 dz (4.4)
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Figure 4.3: Time series of the vertical salinity profile at the station Gotland271 (see Fig. 4.1) for different
simulations and measurements: A - sigma coordinates, 2 NM, B - adaptive coordinates, 2 NM, C -
sigma coordinates, 1 NM, D - adaptive coordinates, 1 NM, E - measurements interpolated in time, the
times of measurements are indicated by bla dots.
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where Kv is the vertical component of the turbulent diffusivity. e reduction of salinity
variance due to horizontal diffusion is swited off in the model configuration since it is
not necessary for the stability of the advection seme. It has to be noted that by seing a
horizontal baground diffusivity, the horizontal salinity gradients would be reduced, whi
could account for a reduced numerical mixing.
e numerical mixing of salinity is shown in Fig. 4.4 in the same scaling as the physically
induced, turbulent mixing in Fig. 4.5 for the 2 NM simulations and the 1 NM simulations
including the internal mixing parameterisation. In Table 4.2, comparable numbers for all the
simulations and tracer variance decays for temperature and salinity are listed. e values
are calculated for the area east of longitude 16 E representative for the part of the Baltic
Sea, whi is not covered by Rennau and Burard [2009], who studied the tracer mixing for
the Western Baltic Sea in detail. Additionally to the investigated higher-resolution simula-
tions using the internal mixing parameterisation, earlier results without the internal mixing
parameterisation are also listed in table 4.2. e values in table 4.2 show that the adaptive
coordinates can reduce the numerical mixing by up to 30 %. e physical mixing for the
coarser resolution is disturbed by localized, near-coast convective instabilities for yet unex-
plained meanisms in the turbulence closure seme. A possible explanation for the forcing
of instabilities is the shear current due to pressure gradient errors, where the pycnoclines are
close to the slopes.
e numerical salinity mixing for the central Baltic Sea is still stronger than the physically
induced mixing, except for the higher resolution simulation with adaptive coordinates. Nev-
ertheless, both values are closer to ea other when using adaptive coordinates. e physical
mixing of vertical gradients is found to be stronger when the numerical mixing is reduced due
to the finer horizontal resolution in the simulations as well as using an additional parameter-
isation of physically-induced mixing. Similarly, a further reduced numerical mixing by an
improved advection seme would increase the potential for even stronger physical mixing.
However, the results for mixing in the central Baltic Sea are mostly not representing physical
processes. In general, the numerical mixing is strong in annelised bathymetry and along
the steeper slopes due to up-welling, similar to the findings in Rennau and Burard [2009]
for the Arkona Sea. e simulations with adaptive coordinates show a reduced numerical
mixing, and in terms of reducing the numerical temperature mixing, the usage of adaptive
coordinates in the 2 NM horizontal resolution simulation is more effective than the increase
in horizontal resolution in the fixed grid simulations. For reducing the numerical salinity
mixing, the effect of doubled horizontal resolution is almost compensated by the usage of
adaptive coordinates, but having a mu lower computational cost. e physically induced
salinity mixing shows that the western Baltic Sea up to the Gdansk Basin is the major mixing
region. Especially the sills between the Arkona and Bornholm Basin as well as the sills east
and west of Stolpe Furrow are the mixing hotspots. A significant amount of salinity mixing
is also found in regions of river inflow along the coast. e turbulent mixing in the 2 NM
sigma-coordinate simulation is strong at the steep slopes at the easterly and westerly side of
the deep Gotland Basin, whi can be explained by pressure gradient errors. Both, the usage
of adaptive coordinates and the increase of horizontal resolution can effectively reduce the
pressure gradient error induced mixing in these areas.
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Figure 4.4: e numerical salinity variance decay shown on a log-scale of absolute values for the
four different simulations: A - sigma coordinates, 2 NM, B - adaptive coordinates, 2 NM, C - sigma
coordinates, 1 NM, D - adaptive coordinates, 1 NM. e internal mixing parameterisation is used for
the higher-resolution simulations.
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Figure 4.5: e physically induced salinity variance decay shown on a log-scale for the four different
simulations: A - sigma coordinates, 2 NM, B - adaptive coordinates, 2 NM, C - sigma coordinates,
1 NM, D - adaptive coordinates, 1 NM. e internal mixing parameterisation is used for the higher-
resolution simulations.
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4.3 Spacial hydrography of the inflows as projected by the
model
In Pieura and Beszczynska-Möller [2003], Feistel et al. [2003] and Feistel et al. [2004], de-
tailed observations of the hydrography of the inflows in 2003 are given from measurements.
In this section, we reproduce the lateral structure of these inflows in theWestern and southern
Baltic Sea by means of the higher-resolution (1 NM) adaptive grid model.
Pieura and Beszczynska-Möller [2003] presented a description of the hydrography of
the inflows in 2003 based on vertical transects through the Bornholm Basin and the Stolpe
Furrow. We ose snapshots for an evaluation of the simulation for transects B and C in
Fig. 4.6: February 2003, at the end of the inflow period, August 2003, when the warm summer
inflow is starting, and November 2003, aer the summer inflow created a warm intermediate
layer. Pieura and Beszczynska-Möller [2003] showed that in February 2003 cold, saline
waters were entering the Bornholm Basin with maximum salinities of 21 psu. ey also
found a paty temperature distribution in the deeper layers and concluded that mixing has
happened locally in the BornholmBasin. emodel simulation (fig. 4.7) shows the cold, dense
waters entering the Bornholm Basin. emodel layers are zooming towards the stratification
and allow to resolve the density field, whi shows pined andwidened isopycnals as typical
for an eddy circulation passing the basin.
In August 2003, the surface heating and mixing created a sharp thermocline as shown in
Feistel et al. [2003] and Pieura and Beszczynska-Möller [2003] for the same dataset. e
temperature is showing an almost four-layer structure with the 3-4 C cold, dense water at
the boom, a paty warmer layer with temperatures about 6-10 C, possibly due to smaller
inflow pulses in the first half of the year 2003. e measurements show that warm, dense
water fills the boom of the north-east Arkona Basin on the way into the Bornholm Basin.
e adaptive coordinates are zooming to and aligning with the thermocline, whi is defining
the depth of the mixed layer.
Feistel et al. [2004] described that the warm inflow in summer 2003 was not as dense as
the boom waters in the Bornholm Basin from the inflow in January 2003, and therefore
occupied the intermediate layer as seen also in Fig. 4.7 for the simulation.
For a completed picture of the three-dimensional hydrography, the boom salinity and
the mean transport below the halocline is shown in Fig. 4.8 and Fig. 4.9 for the simulation
with adaptive coordinates and 1 NM horizontal resolution. Here, the halocline depth is the
depth of the median of the vertical salinity profile. e major, cold inflow during the first
half in 2003 spreads sub-sequentially through the Arkona Basin (January), Bornholm Basin
(from February on), Gdansk Basin (Mar-April) and finally the Gotland Basin (May). When
the boom waters leave the Stolpe Furrow, it divides into a fraction, whi moves into the
Gdansk Basin and a fraction, whi moves directly into the Gotland Basin. During April to
June, the simulation shows that below the halocline, the transport is directed northward at
the western and eastern slope of the Gotland Basin, whereas a counter current evolves in
the deeper, southerly part of the Gotland Basin. In the annelised part of the inflow tra
su as the Bornholm Channel between the Arkona and Bornholm Basin, the Stolpe Furrow
and the southern Gotland Basin, the dense boom waters are slightly displaced from the
main transport below the halocline. e reason is an asymmetric cross-annel density and
velocity distribution, whi is investigated in more detail in the next section.
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numS 
num
T 
phys
S 
phys
T
[10 6 g/kg m/s] [10 5 C m/s] [10 6 g/kg m/s] [10 5 C m/s]
sigma 2 NM 3.63 3.97 (>100.) (>100.)
adaptive 2 NM 2.59 2.29 (>100.) (>100.)
sigma 1 NM * 2.22 2.48 1.41 3.37
adaptive 1 NM * 1.84 1.63 1.84 3.76
sigma 1 NM 2.64 3.04 0.69 2.01
adaptive 1 NM 2.18 2.02 1.1 2.53
Table 4.2: Numerical and physical mixing for salinity and temperature (indicated by subscript S or
T) as the mean value of the watercolumn-wise integrated tracer variance decay for the area east of
longitude 16 E. e star (*) indicates the simulations with the parameterisation of internal mixing.
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Figure 4.6: e different vertical transects A (Bornholms annel), B (inflow transect) and C (Stolpe
Furrow cross-section) as ploed in the manuscript
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Figure 4.7: Salinity and temperature for the transects B and C (see Fig. 4.6) for February, August and
November 2003
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Figure 4.8: e simulated mean transport below the halocline (vectors), the simulated boom salinity
showed above 9 g/kg and the bathymetry contours for 40m, 80m, 120m, 170m and 200m for the months
January to Mar 2003 (using the 1 NM simulation with adaptive coordinates and the internal mixing
parameterisation)
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Figure 4.9: e simulated mean transport below the halocline (vectors), the simulated boom salinity
showed above 9 g/kg and the bathymetry contours for 40m, 80m, 120m, 170m and 200m for the months
April to June 2003 (using the 1 NM simulation with adaptive coordinates and the internal mixing
parameterisation)
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4.4 Characteristic inflow dynamics in channelled bathymetry
Umlauf et al. [2007] presented measurements of the gravity current during inflow conditions
in the Western Baltic Sea and found a aracteristic cross-sectional shape and circulation,
whi is explained in Umlauf and Arneborg [2009a, b] by three-dimensional effects of earth
rotation. In a high-resolution model study, Umlauf et al. [2010] showed that the vertical
entrainment of ambient water into the gravity current is a vertical and laterally varying
process. As shown in fig. 4.5 the Bornholm Channel between the Bornholm Basin and the
Arkona Basin as well as the Stolpe Furrow are mixing hotspots in the southern Baltic Sea.
Interestingly, these regions show a annelled bathymetry as studied in Umlauf et al. [2010].
Hence, in order to represent the realistic mixing in the annelised bathymetry, the cross-
sectional hydrography has to be reproduced as realistic as possible. Umlauf et al. [2010]
pointed out that mixing into the gravity current is suppressed at the lower side of the gravity
current (referring to the depth of the density interface). Ambient water is mixed into the
density interface and transported in a jet from the lower side to the upper side of the annel,
where the mixing into the gravity currents takes place.
e cross-sectional hydrography is investigated here for the simulations with 1 NM hor-
izontal resolution for the Bornholm Channel for January 2003, when the major, cold inflow
passed in a steady state for a few inertial periods. Fig. 4.10 shows the along-annel and
cross-annel velocity for the simulation with fixed sigma coordinates and adaptive coordi-
nates. Both simulations are showing the same scenario with plume salinities of more than
20 g/kg, along annel velocities of more than 0.5 ms 1 and a cross-annel jet with speeds
of about 0.3 ms 1. e salinity interface sharpens at the down-welling side of the annel for
both simulations, but the effect is limited for the sigma coordinate simulation to the places,
where the isolines of density are coincide with the coordinate alignment, roughly given by
the annels shape. e adaptive coordinate simulation shows a mu stronger isohaline
pining and a thinner interface jet, well aligned with the isohalines. In Fig. 4.7, a similar
pining of isolines is found in the Stolpe Furrow cross-section. Especially at about 14.5 E in
Fig. 4.10, the cross-sectional transport in the sigma coordinates simulation is basically aligned
with the coordinates, the isohalines spread out due to mixing, whi also results in a weaker
core of the plume.
e weaker core of the plume and the even further displacement of the dense core of the
gravity current from the strongest along-annel velocities for the sigma-coordinates are
reasons for the weaker inflows in the fixed coordinate simulations as presented in section 4.2.
In Figure 4.2, the salinity in the Arkona Basin is similar for all the simulations for the
period of 6 January to 15 February. e salt transport during that period of 40 days through
the cross-section in figure 4.10 below the inflow’s interface (taken here as the 9.5 g/kg salinity
isoline) gives for the adaptive coordinates simulation 2811 Mt and for the sigma coordinates
simulation 2327 Mt. Hence, the adaptive coordinates simulation allows for an almost 21 %
higher amount of salt transport simply by the numerical representation of the annel flow.
4.5 Conclusions on the Baltic Sea modelling
e realistic model study of the Baltic inflows in 2003 shows that the adaptive vertical dis-
cretisation with its horizontal filters results in an improved representation of the vertical
mixing and horizontal transport processes. is is essential for physically realistic modelling
of diapycnal mixing.
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Figure 4.10: Cross-annel velocities (arrows), along-annel velocities (colours) and salinity contours
for 2003-01-31 from the simulations using the 1 NM simulation and the internal mixing parameter-
isation. e upper panel shows the simulation with sigma-coordinates, the lower panels shows the
simulation with adaptive coordinates. e unlabelled contours are continued in 2 g/kg steps below
salinities of 18 g/kg.
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e results confirm the work of Hofmeister et al. [2010b], who found for idealised experi-
ments that discretisation errors can be reduced significantly with the adaptive grids. In terms
of numerical mixing, the application of adaptive coordinates almost compensates the effect
of doubling the horizontal resolution for fixed grids, however at relatively low computational
cost.
e model results show that the hotspots of mixing in the Baltic Sea are the straits and the
annels in the southern Baltic Sea in addition to the highly active Western Baltic Sea. e
resolution of the gravity currents in annelled bathymetry by the adaptive grid model has
a significant effect on the simulated deep water renewal in the central Baltic Sea.
Although the discretisation errors are reduced effectively by the adaptive coordinates, the
numerical mixing is still a major contributor to the effective tracer mixing in a Baltic Sea
model. Refined physical mixing parametrisations will improve the model results only, if the
numerical mixing is effectively reduced.
e model performance can be further enhanced for the adaptive grids, if the 3D advection
seme is improved in terms of reduced numericalmixing. Additionally, a tenique allowing
for drying of boom layers in the adaptive grid would decrease the steepness of the layer
slopes with the potential to further reduce pressure gradient errors in the adaptive grid.
5 Summary and conclusions
In the present thesis, the strengths andweaknesses of numerical modelling of stratified coastal
seas are evaluated in detail. erefore two different marine systems were studied exemplarily
– a shallow estuary, whi is stratified and de-stratified several times throughout a year and
the deeper, permanently stratified Baltic Sea. Both systems show dense inflows along the
boom, whi are important for the physical regime in the systems. Hence, the approa
of the above studies is to use a state-of-the-art numerical model, whi resolves the along-
boom flow with boom-following coordinates.
e strengths of numerical modelling of stratified seas is obviously the possibility for a
detailed, complete analysis of the acting physical processes. ese processes are in the best
case well resolved in time and the three spacial dimensions by the discretisation and imple-
mentation of the primitive equations.
In order to study the generation and destruction of stratification in shallow seas, a diag-
nostic method for analysing the relevant processes was developed in the framework of the
thesis. Measurements usually cannot provide all the necessary data for evaluating the con-
tributing processes of stratification. For the shallow estuary example, the Limord, the high-
resolution study made it possible to identify the major processes determining stratification
from the simulation results. e processes of differential advection are major contributions
in the realistic example. Also, the application of the analysis in idealised experiments lead
to the insight that different processes act together in the stratification process. is confirms
that only a good resolution of the vertical and horizontal gradients of density and velocities
in the water column allows to reproduce the ongoing stratifying processes in a numerical
model.
With the newly developed diagnostics for the stratifying processes, empirical estimates
and simple numerical models can be theoretically verified. Also unresolved or ignored con-
tributions to the stratification can be estimated since the dynamic equation for potential
energy anomaly, derived here, provides a complete budget. e realistic, high-resolution
model study of the Limord shows that physical processes can be analysed successfully with
a numerical model.
e simulation of larger, deeper and permanently stratified coastal seas is shown to be sub-
ject to discretisation errors in model resolutions, whi are manageable with today’s com-
puters. In the present thesis, the Baltic Sea is the study subject, since its basins are largely
affected by processes at the sloping sea bed towards the coast. e findings can be generalised
also for other coastal seas with permanent stratification, su as the Bla Sea. e aim of
the studies on numerical teniques is to investigate and improve the representation of the
physical processes by the model discretisation. Large discretisation errors (su as numeri-
cal mixing and internal pressure gradient errors) occur even in higher resolutions, although
tracer budgets for e.g. the Baltic Sea could be reproduced realistically in previous studies.
In the thesis, the mixing effect of internal pressure gradient errors is evaluated to be a
significant source of uncertainties in numerical models of coastal stratified seas. Pressure
gradient errors are artificially eroding the permanent stratification in models using boom-
following coordinates, next to inducing a significant artificial circulation. It has been shown
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here that improved numerical model teniques, su as improved internal pressure gradi-
ent semes and adaptive vertical coordinates, reduce pressure gradient errors effectively.
A major outcome of the thesis is the development of adaptive vertical coordinates for re-
alistic, three-dimensional numerical ocean models. e advantages of the grid adaptation
are presented for idealised studies as well as for a realistic hindcast study in the Baltic Sea.
With a relatively small overhead in computation time of a numerical model using adaptive
coordinates in the vertical, discretisation errors can be reduced as effective as increasing the
horizontal resolution of a fixed grid model. However, the former is far more efficient in terms
of computational effort. Additionally, the optimised representation of the physical regime by
the adaptive coordinates allows for a convergence of discretisation-sensitive teniques as the
pressure gradient calculation towards the expected solution.
For future applications of the presented numerical teniques, it can be recommended to
further improve the numerics of advection in numerical models. Even the presented adaptive
grid discretisation will benefit from improved advection semes in terms of further reduc-
ing the discretisation errors. It has been shown that mixing in a numerical model is highly
affected by discretisation errors of the advection terms. Improved mixing semes will not
necessarily improve the effective mixing, including the physically-motivated and numerical
mixing, in the model. e presented numerical teniques increase the performance of a nu-
merical model in coastal stratified seas, whi allows for studying further improved mixing
semes. In the realistic hindcast study in the Baltic Sea, the reduced numerical mixing re-
vealed the la of unparametrised mixing processes in the model. Hence, further resear on
the parametrisation of internal wave mixing, double-diffusive mixing or eddy mixing in nu-
merical models is necessary for a beer physical performance of numerical models in coastal
stratified seas.
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